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Executive Summary & Conclusions 
When it is completed, the Eastside Reservoir Project (ESRP) will be the largest body of fresh water in Southern 
California. The lake’s size, massive construction effort, and location in what are expected to be the nation’s first, 
second and eighth fastest growing population centers (Mand Empire, LA., Orange) naturally raises questions 
about its use as a recreation facility. 

This report is an attempt to bring together the best available information about Southern California’s recreation 
preferences, population trends and economic behavior to examine one aspect of this issue: 

What would be the economic impact of allowing the lake itself to be used for fresh water 
boating, including let skiing and water skiing? 

Good Modeling & Fresh Data. The modeling framework adapted for this report was developed by Foster & As- 
sociates, long time economic consultants to the Southern California Metropolitan Water District (A0VD). Their 
cooperation and assistance were vital to this effort. So also was the availability of fresh information on Southern 
California recreation preferences from a Charlton marketing survey conducted for MWD in conjunction with 
Geographies of Riverside in the fall of 1997. Also vital were the raw numbers from a California survey of boater 
spending behavior complied and provided by the Public Research Institute at San Francisco State. 

Preferences. In essence, this report examines the extent to which Southern Californians in the year 2010 will 
spend money in and around the ESRP if they are permitted to jet and water ski, as well as fish, sail, row and cruise 
on this new inland, fresh water kake. The starting point is desire. 

. The declared recreation preferences of today’s population were examined, broken down by ethnicity, age, 
gender and income. 

. These data were combined with population trends for these respective groups to create a picture of prefer- 
ences in 2010. 

The message from these data was clear: -Califonlian’s to Iret There would thus be an enor- 
mous demand for all forms of water recreation at the ESRP. Stated preferences had to be scaled to actual use of 
existing lakes to make the information believable. However, looming over this report is the fact that millions make 
the trek to the Colorado River in order to boat and swim. 

NOTE: Water and jet skiing body contact with the lake are a smaller part of the demand for the recreation menu 
planned for the ESRP (e.g., hiking, jshing, camping, small lake swimming, nzuseufn). However, one suspects that 
there would be an interactive dynamic between the public’s willingness to come to the ESRP for these activities, 
and access to the lake itself Unfortunately, there is no methodology for resolving the extent to which lack of 
boat body contact access to the lake would inhibit these other forms of demand. 

Lake Capacity The Key Factor. As this report proceeded, it became increasingly clear that supply factors, not 
demand, would largely determine the economic impact of ESRP boating. Three were of particular importance: 

. The maximum m boating capacity of the lake’s surface 
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. The maximum dai!v boat lane launches 

l The maximum m jet and boat rentals 

Even when demand was seasonalized for differences between angler and body contact users, there was still more 
demand for boating use of the lake than access to it, on numerous days. 

Congestion Index. For this reason, the report ran four scenarios assuming various levels of public tolerance for 
boating access congestion. Each involved a different percentage of boaters being denied lake access during a year: 

l Conservative (300,000 boaters + I1 0,000 angler boaters, 0. I % of boats rejected,) 

. Cautious (350,000 boaters + 130,000 angler boaters, 1% of boats rejected) 

. Moderate (421,100 boaters + 156,000 angler boaters, 5% of boats rejected) 

. Aggressive (453,000 boaters + 168,000 angler boaters, 7.5% of boats rejected) 

Given the concern for the interaction between aggressive and passive boater uses of the lake, each congestion sce- 
nario was run with open and split lake options. In the latter, water and jet skiers would be segregated from an- 
glers, rowers, sailors and cruisers. 

Accommodated Demand. The model converted people demand to boat demand and determined the volume of 
different boats that could access the ESRP in each scenario, with the split lake option accommodating slightly 
fewer in each case. 

l Conservative (211,100-212,200 boats accommodate, 0.1% rejected) 

l Cautious (242,500-245,400 boats, 1.0% rejected) 

l Moderate (273,600-283,600 boats. 5.0% rejected) 

. Aggressive (293,600-297,200 boats, 7.5% rejected) 

Boater Spending In & Around ESRP. Data on boating fees and consumer spending by different boater types was 
next used to translate boater expenditures in the ESRP area. Here, it began to emerge that the split lake option 
would not significantly alter the economic impact of ESRP boating under the various congestion scenarios. , 

. Conservative ($7.49 million to $7.50 million) 

. Cautious ($8.42 million to $8.50 million) 

l Moderate ($9.41 milliorl to $9.62 million) 

. Aggressive ($9.8 million to $10.0 million) 

In each case, jet & water skiing spending represented approximately 50% of boater expenditures in and around the 
ESRP: 48.7% low in the aggressive split lake case, to 50.8% high in the conservative open lake case. 

With some variation for the different scenarios, a typical fee expenditure pattern that emerged was 

Fee Twe Percent Fee True Fee Tvr)e 
Boat Rent 37.6% Storage Fees 0.4% 

Jet Ski Rent 27.6% Anglers 4.3% 

Body Launch 10.7% Jet Ski 3.2% 

Marina Rent 4.9% Water Ski 2.9% 
Angler Fee 3.3% Non-Body 1.9% 
Other Launch 3.1% TOTAL 100.0% 

A typical consumer expenditure pattern was: 
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Consumer Item Percent Fee Type Fee Tvpe 
Store Food 25.2% Fishing Gear 5.4% 

Eating Out 21.9% Angler Fee 3.3% ci.~ .I./ 

Lodging 21.5% Rental Gear 2.3% 

Boat Fuel 16.3% Incidentals 1.9% 
-_ 

;- 
Gasoline 5.5% TOTAL 100.0% 

Types Of EC Id- o,, IC Imp 
ble to use tl RIMS II 

. L 

ts. 
ultiplier model to estimate the full direct, indirect and induced economic impact that 

ESRP boatil $ 

Given the various boater fee and consumption spending patterns, it was nest possi- 

could ha 
/” 

on the ESRP area. Three types of impacts were estimated: 

Econo ‘c activity - The increase in the speed at which the economy would operate 

l Household earnings- The new income that would accrue to area hous+olds 

. Employment - The new jobs that would be created 

Direct New Spending. Geographic estimates of the source of boaters were used to estimate that about SO% of 
ESRP spending would be new dollars to the area’s economy, either as they would come from outside the area or 
would have been spent elsewhere by local residents. All boater spending was divided into four categories and this 
assumption applied to each: 

. Non-food retail 

l Hotel & lodging 

. Eating & drinking 

. Amusement & recreation 

Total Economic Impact. For each of the four boating scenarios, RIMS II multipliers were applied to direct new 
spending in these sectors to estimate the new economic activity, household income and employment they would 
create in the ESRP area. These were summed to estimate the total potential economic impact of all boating at the 
facility: ,. 

. Conservative ($21.8-321.9 million economic activity; $8.0 household earnings; 433-435 jobs) 

. Cautious ($24.8-825.1 million economic activity; $9. I-$9.2 million household earnings; 492-498 jobs) 

. Moderate ($28.4~$28.8 million economic activity; $10.4~$10.6 million household earnings; 562-570 jobs) 

. Aggressive ($29. j-330. I million economic activity; $10.9~$11.0 million household earnings; 589-596 jobs) 

The potential economic impact of each boat body contact scenario was also estimated: 

. Conservative ($1 I. 1 million economic activity; $4.0 household earnings; 218-219 jobs) 

. Cautious ($12.4~$12.5 million economic activity; $4.5-$4.6 million household earnings; 245-247 jobs) 

. Moderate ($13.9-$14.2 million economic activity; $5.0~$5.1 million household earnings; 273-279 jobs) 

. Aggressive ($14.4~$14.8 million economic activity; S5.2G5.4 million household earnings; 284-290 jobs) 

NOTE AGAIN: There was very little difference in economic impact behveen the open and split lake options. 

Types of Tar Impacts. The tax implications of ESRP boating were next examined. These include: 

. Sales Taxes - 1.0% of taxable items to local government; 0.75% to local transportation authorities. 

. Prop 172 - The Riverside County share of state sales taxes to law enforcement. 

l TOT - The 8% to 10% transit occupancy taxes local jurisdictions levy on hotels and motels 
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Sales Tares. In estimating economic activity, the RlM II model only gives the retail sector credit for an amount 
representing dealer “margins”. This is roughly the 27.1% of sales that they do not spent paying manufacturers, 
wholesalers and transporters. Dividing the sectors new activity by that ratio yields an estimate of new retail sales. 
After deducting for the 21.1% that Southern Californian’s spend on non-taxable food, the balance is subject to the 
1.75 % local sales tax rate. 

Prop 172. Riverside County’s share of state retail sales taxes for law enforcement are based upon its portion of 
state sales taxes. To the extent that ESRF’ boating causes this share to rise, the county’s Prop 172 funds would in- 
crease. A l/lOOti percent increase would be significant as state retail sales are expected to reach an inflation ad- 
justed $2.6 trillion in 2010. The modeling showed that increases from 6/100ths to 13/100ths could occur. 

TOT taxes. The transit occupancy tax was estimated by applying an average 9% rate to lodging expenditures by 
boaters under various scenarios. 

Total Tax Impact. The three tax impacts were summed for each of the four ESRP boater scenarios, 

. Conservative@876,000-$880,000 aIlboaters;$442,000bodycontactboaters) 

. Cautious($996,000-$l,OOO,OOOallboaters; $494,000-$498,00Obodycontactboaters) 

l Moderate ($1,140,000-%!,lSO,OOO allboaters; $550,00-$560,000 body contact boaters) 

l Aggressive ($1,190,000-$1,200,00Oallboaters; $570,000-$582,000) 

Revenue Impact of ESRP. Within the gates of the ESRP, the main impact of the various boating scenarios will be 
felt through fees paid for rentals, launchings, camping and other such activities. These were estimated under the 
various scenarios. 

. Conservative (8 7,062,000-X 7,092,OOO) 

l Cautious ($7,996,000-$8,044,000) 

l Moderate ($9,020,000-$9,127,000) 

. Aggressive($9,416,000-%9,515,000) 

The typical fee pattern shows the importance of jet and boat rentals to revenue from boating: 

FIX - Percentace 

Boat Rent 37.6% 

Jet Ski Rent 27.6% 

Body Launch 10.7% 

Marina Launch 4.9% 

Non-Body Camp 6.3% 

Jet/Water Skiers 6.1% , 

Other Launch 3.1% 

Angler Fee 3.3% 

Store Fee 0.4% 

TOTAL 100.0% 

Jet/Water Skiers 46.4% 

The one item that appears to be aggressively forecasted is jet ski rentals. However, it should be noted that this only 
represents the use of 18 rental ‘skis. 

Mastodon Museum. Finally, a brief look was taken at the potential impact of a Museum of Paleontology and Ar- 
chaeology at the site. Experience was natural history museums elsewhere indicates that this facility will feed off of 
traffic otherwise coming to the site but not contribute significantly to new direct economic spending in the area. 
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hidex 

Topic 

Introduction 
Page 

Background & Issues 1 

What would be the likely volume and expenditure impact of water ski and personal water cruft and associated 
recreators at and around the ESRP in the year 2010, if that form of boat body contact were allowed? 

What will be the total economic impact, including multipliers, of boating on the ESRP in 2010, with and without 
boat body contact? 

What will be the local governmental revenue & cost impact, by jurisdiction, of the ESRP in 20 10, with and with- 
out boat body contact? 

What are estimates of the total revenue, total expenses and net income to the ESRP’s managing entity of boating 
on the reservoir in 2010, with and without boat body contact? What are the assumptions that underlie these esti- 
mates? 

Report Structure 2 

Data. What were the sources of the data developed to approach the topic. 

Assumptions. What behavioral assumptions were drawn from these data. 

Modeling. How do the assumptions relate to the modeling needed to make forecasts about the topic. 

Results. When the assumptions and modeling are used together, what do we learn about the topic. 

Limitations. Economics delivers order of magnitude results, not precision 

I. Boat Body Contact Expenditures At ESRP 2010 
Introduction: The Analytic Process Explained 

1. Southern California Demand 

. Preferences 

. Participants 

. Frequency 

. Participant Trips 

. Scaling 

2. Supply Factors 

. Hard Costs 

. Qpportunity costs 

. Size 

. Access Capacity 

. Competitive Uses 

3. Equilibrium: Distributing Potential Users To Eastside Reservoir 

. Distribution 

l Queuing 

. Point of View 

. Seasonality 

Note: Foster &Associates methodology used with rigorous Southern Culzfomiu framework 
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Index (continued) 

Topic Page 

4. Spending Behavior 4 

. Expenditure Pattern 

. On & Off Site Expenditures 

. Local vs. Non-Local Spending 

A. Market Area Recreation Preferences 5 

1. Data 5 

. 1997 Public Opinions and Attitudes on Outdoor Recreation in California 

. 1997 Southern California Consumer Recreation Preferences 

. 1997 Report on Boating Activity Trends in California, 1995-2020 

2. Assumptions 6 

3. Model 6 

. Probability that people in a combined ethnic, income, age, and gender subgroup recreate 

. Frequency that people in a combined gender subgroup engaged in various forms of recreation 

4. Results 6 

. Probability & Frequency of recreation participation by ethnic, income, age & gender subgroups 

Exhibit I.-Recreation Participation, Adults, 7997 

. Details in Appendix A & B 

B. Participants & Participant Days In Activities (DEMAND) 7 

1. Data 7 

l Population by County 

l Etbnicity by County 

l Age by Ethnicity by County 

l Income by Age by Etbnicity by County 

2. Assumptions 7 

l Market area is Riverside, San Bernardino, Grange, Los Angeles and San Diego Counties 

l Department of Finance, SCAG and 1990 Census Data create assumptions 

l Income data adjustments made based upon general high and low income trends, Hispanic convergence to 
White over time, plus impact of continued immigration 

l Children’s participation estimated 

l Water/jet skiing trips: 3.5 person average; non-body boating: 2.5; jet skis & anglers: 1.5. 

3. Modeling 

l Population times percentage in each combined ethnic, age, income and gender subgroup 

l Sub-group size times probability of participation each activity 

0 Participation group in activity times participant day frequency estimates 

l Sum recreator days to get total recreator days in activity for county and market 

l Allowance for children 

8 
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Index (continued) 

4. Results: Potential Demand 

1997 

Topic Page 

8 

Exhibit 2.-Potential So. California Recreation Participation & Participation Days, 7997 

l Adult Participants 

l Participant Days Including Children 

2010 

Exhibit 3.-Potential So. California Recreation Participation & Participation Days, 207 0 

l Adult Participants 

l Participant Days Including Children 

9 

Note on factors affecting forecast compared to 1995 Eastside Report. Southern California preferences im- 
pacted all recreation, especially water/jet skiing. Hispanics recreate like others. Children included. 

C. Distribution of Participant Trips to Sites (SUPPLY) 10 

. Scaling preferences to actual demand. Relate participation desires to measured actual participation 

. Distribution: Distributed demand based on comparative site supply ability, price, capacity, seasonal&y 

1. 812. Data & Assumptions 

l Competitive Sites: 19 

10 

Exhibit 4.-Water Based Recreation Sites, Southern California 

l Hard Costs: Fees, Travel Costs, Camping Fees, 

Exhibit 5.-Hard Costs, Water/Jet Skiing, Eastside Reservoir 

l Costs of Travel (opportunity): Time “Cost”, Increasing Cost of Northern California 

l Access Capacity: Launch Lanes, Marina, Rental Boats, Rental Jet Skis 

Exhibit B.-Body Contact Launch Capacity, Eastside Reservoir 

Exhibit 7.-On-Site Marina & Rental Craft, Eastside Reservoir 

l Competition Among Boat Users For Launch Space. 

l Lake Size & Boat Capacity: Absolute Capacity; impact of rentals 

Exhibit &-Boat Capacity, Open Lake, ESRP 

Maximum Daily Boats (I.5 turnover boats only) Open Lake: 1,337 

Impact of Higher Turnover of Rental Boats & Jet Skis Open Lake: 1,661 

Exhibit 9.-Boat Capacity, Split Lake, ESRP 

Maximum Daily Boats (I.5 turnover boats only) Split Lake: 743 & 594 

Impact of Higher Turnover of Rental Boats & Jet Skis Split Lake: 824 & 837 

l Attractiveness: size to launch capacity 

l Seasonal& 

Boater pattern use Lake Penis Daily percentages 

Angler pattern use Lake Penis Daily percentages adjusted for Lake Casitas pattern 

Exhibit IO.-Fishing Seasonal Factors: Adjust Penis To Casitas Pattern 

3. Modeling 

. Run model to distribute scaled demand to sites including Eastside 

14 
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Topic Page 

. Model lets daily use of marina, rental boat, ski rental approach 100% as ESRP usage varies to 1005 

. On capacity days, launch is residual allowed after other access routes reach 100%. 

. Level of Modeling Aggressiveness & Congestion 

Conservative (budget director): 0.1% 

Moderate (planner): 1 .O% 

Optimistic (project director): 5% 

Aggressive (economic development director):7.5% 

Exhibit 7 1 .-Aggressiveness of Forecasting 

. Congestion & Excess Demand. 

. Source of Excess Demand, Colorado River 

4. Results (Four Levels of Modeling Aggressiveness & Open, Split Lake, Non-Body Scenarios) 

“Conservative” Run 
l Boating Participants: 300,000 boaters, 111,000 angler boaters 

Ratios Apply To All Runs: 

72.4% body contact non-fishing boaters (47.7% Water ski [3.5]; 52.3% Jet Ski [l. 51) 

27.6% non-body boaters [2.5] 

100.0% Non-Fishing 

67.4% ratio to non-fish boaters = anglers * 55.1% angler boaters [1.5] 

72.-Boating Demand for ESRP 2070, Conservative Run 

l Open Lake Scenario 

Exhibit 73.-Boat Supply & Demand, ESRP 2010, Open Lake, Conservative Run 

Body Contact, Non-Body Contact, Anglers: Demand & Supply. 

Lane Launching 

15 

15 

Exhibit 14.-Boat Launching At ESRP 2070, Open Lake, Conservative Run 

l Split Lake Scenario 

Exhibit l5.-Boats Supply & Demand, ESRP 2070, Split Lake, Conservative Run 

Exhibit 76.~Boat Launching At ESRP 2010, Split Lake, Conservative Run 

l Non-Body Contact Scenario 

Exhibit 7 7.-Boats Supply & Demand, ESRP 2010, Non-Body, Conservative Run 

l Impact of Boat Body Contact 

Open lake body contact 

Split lake body contact 
Exhibit 18.- Boat Body Contact Impact, ESRP 2010, Consenlative Run 

“Cautious” Run (the initial modeling) 
l Boating Participants: 350,000 boaters, 130,000 angler boaters 

79.-Boating Demand for ESRP 2070, Cautious Run 

l Open Lake Scenario 

18 
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Tnnic I Pace 

Exhibit 20.-Boat Supply & Demand, ESRP 2010, Open Lake, Cautious Run 

Body Contact, Non-Body Contact, Anglers: Demand & Supply. 

Lane Launching 

Exhibit 27.-Boat Launching At ESRP 2010, Open Lake, Cautious Run 

l Split Lake Scenario 
Exhibit 22.-Boats Supply & Demand, ESRP 2070, Split Lake, Cautious Run 

Exhibit 23.-Boat Launching At ESRP 2010, Split Lake, Cautious Run 

l Non-Body Contact Scenario 
Exhibit 24.-Boats Supply & Demand, ESRP 2010, Non-Body, Cautious Run 

l Impact of Boat Body Contact 

Open lake body contact 

Split lake body contact 

Exhibit 25.- Boat Body Contact Impact, ESRP 2010, Cautious Run 

“Moderate” Run vavored by this analyst) 
l Boating Participants: 421,110 boaters, 156,389 angler boaters 

26.-Boating Demand for ESRP 2070, Moderate Run 

l Open Lake Scenario 
Exhibit 27.-Boat Supply & Demand, ESRP 2010, Open Lake, Moderate Run 

Body Contact, Non-Body Contact, Anglers: Demand & Supply. 

Lane Launching 

Exhibit 28.-Boat Launching At ESRP 2070, Open Lake, Moderate Run 

l Split Lake Scenario Described 
Exhibit 29.-Boats Supply & Demand, ESRP 2070, Split Lake, Moderate Run 

Exhibit 30.-Boat Launching At ESRP 2010, Split Lake, Moderate Run 

l Non-Body Contact Scenario 
Exhibit 31.-Boats Supply & Demand, ESRP 2070, Non-Body, Moderate Run 

l Impact of Boat Body Contact 

Open lake body contact 

Split lake body contact 

Exhibit 32,- Boat Body Contact Impact, ESRP 2070, Moderate Run 

“Aggressive” Run 
l Boating Participants: 453,350 boaters, 168,362 angler boaters 

33.-Boating Demand for ESRP 2010, Aggressive Run 

l Open Lake Scenario 
Exhibit 34.-Boat Supply & Demand, ESRP 2070, Open Lake, Aggressive Run 

Body Contact, Non-Body Contact, Anglers: Demand & Supply. 

Lane Launchina 

21 
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Exhibit %.-Boat Launching At ESRP 2010, Open Lake, Aggressive Run 

l Split Lake Scenario Described 
Exhibit 36.-Boats Supply & Demand, ESRP 2010, Split Lake, Aggressive Run 

Exhibit 37.-Boat Launching At ESRP 2010, Split Lake, Aggressive Run 

l Non-Body Contact Scenario 
Exhibit 38.-Boats Supply & Demand, ESRP 2010, Non-Body, Aggressive Run 

l Impact of Boat Body Contact 

Open lake body contact 

Split lake body contact 
Exhibit 39.- Boat Body Contact Impact, ESRP 2010, Aggressive Run 

D. Boater Consumer & Fee Expenditures 

1. Data 

l Regional Boating Activity Trends In California, 19952020 

l Inputs and Assumptions for Revenue Calculations, ESRP Financial Planning Model, v. 8.4 

2. Assumptions 

l Boater Type 

l Consumer Expenditure Items 

l Consumer Expenditure Pattern by Boater Ty-pe, Per Capita Per Day 

l Local Consumer Expenditures By Boaters 

Exhibit 40.-Boater Expenditure Pattern, Per Person Per Day 

Exhibit 41.-Boater Expenditure Pattern At ESRP 

3. Modeling 

l Spending & Fees Combined With Boat Volumes 

l Spending By Individual vs. By Boat 

4. Results 
. “Cautious” Run, Open Lake (erpluined) 

Boater Fees 

26 

26 

27 

28 

29 

Exhibit 42.-Boating Fees, ESRP 2010, Open Lake, Cautious Run 

Boater Consumer Expenditures 

Exhibit 43.-Consumer Spending, ESRP 2010, By Boating Categoty, Open Lake, Cautious Run 

Boater Total Spending 

l Summary Results: Four Aggressiveness Levels, Open & Split Lake Options 
Exhibit 44.-Expenditures In ESRP Area, 2010, By Point of view 

Open Lake Options 

Split Lake Options 
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E. Summary Boat Body Contact Expenditures At ESRP 2010 

l Moderate Run, Open Lake Option 

Boater Volume 

Total Boater Spending 

Page 

31 

31 

Boater Consumer Expenditures 

Exhibit 45.~Boater Consumer Expenditures, ESRP 2010, Open Lake Moderate Run 

Fee Spending 

Exhibit 46.-Fees, ESRP 2070, Open Lake Moderate Run 

l Moderate Run, Split Lake Option 31 

Boater Volume 

Total Boater Spending 

Boater Consumer Espenditures 
Exhibit 47.-Boater Consumer Expenditures, ESRP 2010, Split Lake Moderate Run 

Fee Spending 

Exhibit 48.-Fees, ESRP 2010, Split Lake Moderate Run 

II. Economic Impact of Boat BodyContact 33 
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Consumer Spending & ESW Fees 

Spending Vs. New Direct Spending. 

Geographic Source of Recreators. 

Exhibit 49.-Geographic Source Of Recreators 

Direct Spending Assumptions. 

New Direct Spending 

Exhibit 50.-Direct New Spending, ESRP 2010, Open Lake, Moderate Run 

Sector Spending - Sectors Defined, Multipliers Derived 

Exhibit W.-Total Economic Impact, Body Contact, ESRP 2070, Open Lake, Moderate 

Impact Of Body Contact Boaters. 

. Economic Activity 

. Household Earnings 

l New Employment 
Exhibit 52.-Total Economic Impact, A/I Boaters, ESRP 2070, Open Lake, Moderate 

Impact Of All Boaters 
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Retail Sales Taxes 
Estimating Sales Taxes 
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Body Contact Boaters 

All Boaters 1 

40 
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6 

Exhibit.-54 Sales Taxes, ESRP 2010, Body Contact Open & Split Lake, 4- Aggressiveness Levels 

l Summary Results: Four Aggressiveness Levels, Open & Split Lake Options 
Exhibit.-55 Sales Taxes, ESRP 2010, All Boaters Open & Split Lake, 4- Aggressiveness Levels 
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42 
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Exhibit 59.-Boating Fees, ESRP 2070, Open Lake, Moderate Run 
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Exhibit 60.-Shares of Revenue, Open Lake Moderate Scenario 
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Unlikely To Be k,Source Of New Direct Spending. 

Budgetary Data 
Exhibit 63.-Typical Museum Budget, Medium Sized Facility 

. 
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INTRODUCTION 
BackPround & Issues. On October 24, 1997, a meeting was held between principals from the City of Hemef the 
County of Riverside, and the Southern California Metropolitan Water District (A4RD) who were concerned about 
measuring the economic impact of the Eastside Reservoir Project (ESRP) on the immediate and surrounding re- 
gions of Riverside County. The parties agreed that the central focus of Economic &‘Politica.l Analysis’s (XX’) 
effort should be to address four aspects of the economic impact of various boat body contact options. For clarity, 
ECAP framed its work as a series of questions. 

1. ECAP’s primary focus was to be the economic impact of introducing or denying boat body contact at 
the ESRP. A policy decision on this issue is pending, and the principals apparently felt that added 
information on this question would be helpful. The issue was initially framed by the question: 

What would be the likely volume and expenditure impact of power boat, wafer ski andpersonal 
water crafl and associated recreators at and around the ESRP in the year 2010, if that form of 
boating body contact were allowed? In developing this question, ECAP relied on MWD’s February 
1995 report entitled: Domenigoni VaBev Reservoir Proiect: Financial Feasibilitv and Regional 
Economic Benefits (referred to below as the “1995 Economic Report”). This document indicated on 
Page 11 that: 

“Boating use regulations will be similar to those in effect at Lake Skinner: maximum speed will be 10 
miles per hour, and no water skiing, personal watercraft, multi-hulled boats, or sailboards will be 
permitted under the Draft Recreation Plan [italics added].” 

However, as ECAP proceeded to address this question, representatives of MWD; Foster & Associates, 
their economic consultants; and Dangermond & Associates, their planning consultants, each indi- 
cated that through the planning process restrictions on power boat speed’had been ,dropped. Thus, in 
theory, the facility could be used for power boating up to and including unlimited hydroplane racing. 
As power boating per se was no longer part of the policy debate, the focus of ECAP’s inquiry changed 
to strictly weighing the question of boat body contact: 

What would be the likely volume and expenditure impact of water ski and personal water craft 
and associated recreators at and around the ESRP in the year 2010, if that form of boat body 
contact were allowed? 

2. A logical extension of ECU’s work on water skiing and personal water craft is the estimation of 
various boating scenarios at the ESRP on total economic activity in Riverside County and the Inland 
Empire. This involves putting the boating expenditure volumes and patterns determined in task #l 
through a model of the Inland Empire economy that includes conventional regional multipliers to 
determine total economic impact. The question to be addressed was initially framed as: 

What will be the total economic impact, including multipliers, of the ESRP in 2010, including 
the expanded Westside Recreation Area activities, with and without boat body8contact? 

However, as ECAP’s work proceeded, it became clear that the non-boa&g recreation plan, including 
the program for the ESRP’s expanded Westside Recreation Area, was undergoing revisions that were 
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not yet finalized. When this planning work is complete, Foster & Associates will have to re-calibrate 
the non-boating aspects of the 1995 Economic Report that would serve as input to ECAP. ‘ECAP thus 
focused its economic impact work strictly on the boating issues for which the firm could’ control the 
scenarios: 

What will be the total economic impact, including multipliers, of boating on the ESRP in 2010, 
with and without boat body contact? 

3. Local governments within Riverside County will be impacted by whether or not boat body contact is 
allowed at the ESRP. For this reason, a further extension of ECAP’s work was to estimate that im- 
pact. Specifically, we were to answer the question: 

What will be the local governmental revenue & cost impact, by jurisdiction, of the ESRP in 
2010, with and without boat body contact? 

The purpose of this task was to determine the changes in revenues likely to accrue to various govem- 
mental entities from the project, with and without boat body contact, including8 the impact of off-site 
recreator spending. On the cost side, ECAP was asked to additionally look at spending on local gov- 
ernment projects that would be beyond what is available through the ESRP’s budget. Here, there ap- 
pears to be a consensus that one such project will likely occur: 

l Development and operation of a Museum of Archaeology & Paleontology 

The firm therefore developed information on this situation. 

4. ECAP’s final task was to review the impact of various boat body contact scenarios on the budget for 
the operation of the ESRP. In addition for completeness, the firm was to obtain MWD’s latest esti- 
mated budget for the full range of activities at the ESRP and include it in the firm’s report without 
further analysis. This was the process to deliver three sets of information: 

#What are the tiea edties of the total revenue, total expenses and net income to the ESRP 
managing entity under the currently planned recreation program in 2010? 

(b)What are the assumptions that underlie these estimates? 

(c)How would these estimates be impacted by boat body contact program discussed in #l? 

On part (c), ECAP has developed data on the boating aspects of the ESRP, with and without boat 
body contact, and thus was able to respond in detail. Specifically, these data permit an answer to the 
question: 

What are estimates of the total revenue, total expenses and net income to the ESRP’s managing 
entity of boating on the reservoir in 2010, with and without boat body contact? What are the 
assumptions that underlie these estimates? 

NOTE: As the non-boating aspects of the ESRP’S recreation plan are being revised, Foster & Associ- 
ates has not yet completed its recalibration of the ESRP’s assumptions and budget. There is thus 
nothing definitive to include in this document in response to (a) and (b), beyond the now outdated 
1995 Economic Report. 

Reuort Structure. This final report is divided into four sections (I-1@, one dealing with each of these four ques- 
tions. Within each of these sections, explanatory topics are discussed (A...Z) which in most cases are divided into 
four parts: 

1. Data. What were the sources of the data developed to approach the topic? 

2. Assumptions. What behavioral assumptions were drawn from these data? 

3. Modeling. How do the assumptions relate to the modeling needed to make forecasts about the topic? 

4. Results. When the assumptions and modeling are used together, what do we learn about the topic? 
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Limitations. It is important to understand the limitations of any study of this type. The key to the process is not 
the conclusions, but rather the validity of the data., the strength of the assumptions and the structure of the model. 
Once the data are acquired, assumptions made, and an &planatory model built using them, the process of making 
forecasts is essentially a mechanical one (picture a box with (I crank on the side). 

With regards to the data, when they are strong, an analyst can make and document assumptions and, confidently 
build a working model. When the data are weak, as it often is at the local level, the process is more complicated as 
the analyst’s instincts figure more prominently in making assumptions. In relying upon results in this ‘case, policy 
makers must decide whether the logic underlying the analyst’s judgment passes a “common sense” test. 

In the work that follows, the attempt has been made to find the best available hard data to support assumptions and 
modeling. Where “common sense” assumptions have been necessary, the logic is outlined so that policy makers 
can make appropriate judgments about the validity of various conclusions. 

I. Boat Body Contact Expenditures At ESRP 2010 
The ESRP and its adjacent recreation areas are being built in the Western Riverside County areaof the Inland Em- 
pire portion of Southern California. The site is accessible by freeway to residents of Riverside, San Bernardino, 
Los Angeles, Orange and San Diego Counties. As the Southland is generally a coastal desert aqua, the 4,400 acre 
reservoir and attendant lakes and park areas offer the potential of expanding the fresh water recreational surface 
area available to residents of the region. 

Under one scenario, the reservoir will greatly increase regional access to fishing, sailing, oar-powered and non- 
body contact power boating. Under another, it will additionally increase access to fresh water for body contact 
water sports such as water skiing and jet skiing. In either case, the project will add the equivalent of two regional 
parks to Southern California, offering a variety of day use (e.g., swimming, picnicking)‘and camping activities. 

The principal focus of this section of this report is a narrow one: ascertaining the marginal (i.e., change in) eco- 
nomic impact on the area surrounding the ESRP of permitting boat body contact on the 4,400 acre reservoir itself. 

Introduction: The Analytic Process Explained 

1. Southern California Demand 

l Preferences. Estimate the water/jet skiing preferences of sub-groups composing the population of the 
Southern California market area in 1997. 

l Participants. Use these preferences in conjunction with estimates of the growth and changes in the 
composition of the Southern California population to predict the &@ number of recreators in various 
sub-groups who express an eagerness to participate in water/jet skiing in 2010. 

l Frequency. Estimate the freauencv with which each sub-group of potential Southern California par- 
ticipants indicates they would likely undertake water/jet skiing trips in 1997. 

l Participant Trips. Use these frequency estimates, with the number of expected participants in each 
sub-group, to forecast the total number of water/jet skiing t& which people believe they will partici- 
pate in Southern California in 2010. 

l Scaling. Compare beliefs about 1997 Southern California recreation participation in various activities, 
with actual attendance at sites offering these activities in order to scale beliefs to actual participation. 

2. SUDD~V Factors 

l Hard Costs. Measure the hard costs of recreating at the ESRP, and its Southern California competitor 
sites. This includes entrance fees, parking fees, launch fees, and camping fees. It also includes the cost 
of traveling to each site. Standard economics postulates that the lower a site’s costs, relative to its com- 
petitors, the more attractive it will be to potential users and vice-versa. 
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l Opportunity Costs. Measure the opportunity costs of using the ESRP, or its competitor’ sites. The 
principal opportunity cost is that of travel time to the site. Again, the lower a site’s opportunity cost 
relative to its competitors, the more attractive it will be to potential users. 

NOTE: Given the geographic separation of Southern Californiafiom the balance of the state, it was 
assumed that the fresh water recreation needs ofpeople living in the area are largely satisfied within 
the southern counties. To incorporate this point of view, the modeling increased the cost of the time to 
drive over the Tehachapi Mountains to Central Caltfomia sites. 

l Size. Measure the total size of the ESRP and its competitors. Size is relevant as the greater a site’s ca- 
pacity relative to its competitors, the more attractive it is likely to be to potential users, Congestion is 
an issue for Southern Californians. Size is also important as it sets an upward limit on the number of 
boats that simultaneously use the facility. 

l Access Capacity. Measure the access capacity of the ESRP, and its Southern California competitor 
sites to process watercraft of all types, including water/jet skiing. Access capacity is controlled by the 
means of getting on the water at each site (e.g., launch lane time, rental boats, marina slips) as well as 
the availability of parking and camp sites. 

l Competitive Uses. Recognize that the full capacity of the ESRF and its competitors is not available ex- 
clusively to any group of users. Water/jet skiers must therefore compete with other lake users (e.g., an- 
glers, sailors) for launch space and time. 

3. Eauilibrium: Distributing Potential Users To Eastside Reservoir 

l Distribution. Use a model to distribute scaled potential Southern California users to the available water 
sites where they can engage in all forms of boating activity including water/jet skiing. 

l Queuing. In looking at water/skiing, the model must include a queuing (i.e., lining up) assumption that 
allows for these and other boating uses. 

l Point of View. For the ESRP, the result of the process to this point is an estimate’of its share of the to- 
tal scaled Southern California recreator demand for boating, with and without water/jet skiing. As eco- 
nomics is an inexact science, this demand can vary depending upon the level of aggressiveness built 
into the modeling. It is thus useful to examine several such postures and their impacts on demand (e.g., 
the caution of the budget director vs. enthusiasm of the economic development director). 

l Seasonality. Recreators do not participate in all water activities with equal intensity during the 12- 
months of the year. Allowance therefore must be made for the seasonality of demand. For the ESRP, 
allowance was made for the differences in the seasonality of demand for anglers and all other boaters. 

NOTE: The starting point for the work below was the conceptual framework developed by Foster & Associates. 
This approach is theoretically strong one. However, many changes were made porn the previous studies of the 
ESRP. These included data and modeling assumptions based entirely upon Southern California population char- 
acteristics, population trends, recreation preferences, water sites and their capacities, travel’ and other costs. 
Children are included in the demand analysis. Important diflerences between the seasonal@ of demand by an- 
glers and other boaters are taken into account. The Colorado River experience figures prominently in considera- 
tions of volume. And, the point of view of economic development was explicitly adopted in some model runs. 

4. &ending Behavior 

l Expenditure Pattern. Once the number of boats using the ESRP has been estimated, make assump- 
tions about the amounts per boat that will be spent on such items as entrance, parking, launch and 
camping fees; food and supplies; gasoline; lodging; restaurant meals; and other items. 

l On & Off Site Expenditures. Assumptions must also be made about the proportions of each type of 
spending that will be made at the facility (e.g., fees, incidentals, some food and lodging) and in each of 
the surrounding communities (e.g., gasoline, some food, lodging, and restaurant meals). 
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l Local vs. Non-Local Spending. Assumptions must be made about the extent to which the money spent 
at or near the ESRP by boaters comes from residents of Los Angeles, Orange or’ San Diego Counties. 
This is relevant as such dollars represent fresh money entering the Inland Empire economy and have a 
multiplier impact on the latter economy. 

A. Market Area Recreation Preferences 
The overwhelming percentage of recreators using the ESRP will come from Riverside, San Bernardino,, San Diego, 
Orange and Los Angeles Counties. It was thus important to have current information about the water/jet skiing 
recreation (and other behavioral) preferences of the population currently living in this area, and to forecast those 
preferences to the population anticipated in 2010. Two questions needed to be answered: 

a. What is the probability that Southern Californians will engage in water/jet skiing (or other) activities? 

b. For those who participate in this and other activities, how frequently will they likely do so? 

1. Data 

Three recent reports were reviewed in developing this preference information. Two of them were deemed to 
provide useful information. 

a. 1997 Public Oainions and Attitudes on Outdoor Recreation in California conducted for the Cahfor- 
ma Department of Parks and Recreation. This statewide survey is the fourth in a series designed to test 
recreator preferences in the state. The 1992 statewide survey served as the basis for earlier versions of 
economic impact work on the Eastside Reservoir. The state provided the data points from the 1997 sur- 
vey that fell exclusively in Southern California. However, there were too few points to establish statisti- 
cal accuracy. This work was therefore not used as part of this research effort. 

b. 1997 Southern California Consumer Recreation Preferences conductedby Charlton Research Com- 
pany in conjunction with Geographies of Riverside. This survey was commissioned by MWD. It pro- 
vided information on a host of preference matters such as swimming, picnicking, power boating, wa- 
ter/jet skiing, non-power boating, fishing, museum visitation and camping. 

ECAP reviewed the questions and methodology of this effort in detail and found it to be good work. 
1,200 people were interviewed, all of them within the Southern California market area of the ESRP. 
The data allowed a study of recreator preferences by ethnicity, income, age, aod gender. In particular, 
interviewees were questioned about both their recreation desires (i.e., how strongly they want to purtici- 
pate in an activity) and their recreation history (i.e., how often have they been participating in an uc- 
tivity). This provided a cross check between what people say they want to do and how often they re- 
member doing it. 

ECAP found the information so useful that a delay was requested in the issuance of this final report so 
that the lessons from this survey could be incorporated into this final report. 

c. 1997 Report on Boatiw Activitv Trends in California, 19952020, prepared by the Public Research 
Institute (PRI) at San Francisco State University under contract to the California Air Resources Board. 
PRI provided ECAP with their raw data on a survey of 1,048 registered boat owners. The survey pro- 
vided information on where (by county) boats registered in each Southern California county were used, 
and the source (by county) of the boats used at recreation venues within each Southern California 
county. 

These data were used as a cross check on the volume data resulting from modeling using the Southern 
California consumer recreation preferences. The boating data had the advantage of coming from a ran- 
dom sample of registered boat owners. They had the disadvantage of not including’the preferences of 
people who do not own a boat, but may intend to buy or rent boats, or recreate with a boat owner. Also, 
while the data show where (by county) boaters are likely to use their vessels, they did not differentiate 
between destinations inside a county, and did not discriminate between lake and ocean uses. 

2. Assumutions 
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The Charlton study produced information on the probability that sampled Southern California residents in 
each combined ethnic, income, age, & gender sub-group plan on engaging in water/jet skiing (or other be- 
havior) in the immediate future, and the frequency with which they remember doing ‘so in 1997. Two as- 
sumptions were made based upon this work: 

a. The preferences and frequencies shown by sub-groups in the sample were assumed to be representative 
of those sub-groups for each Southern California county. Thus, for instance, the preference and fre- 
quency of water/jet skiing expressed by Hispanic, low income, 35-44 year old women in the entire sam- 
ple are assumed to be representative of all such individuals separately in Riverside, San Bernardino, 
Orange, San Diego or Los Angeles Counties. This assumption was made as there was insufficient data 
to make regional assumptions. 

b. The preferences and frequencies shown by these combined sub-groups are assumed to be stable over 
time and thus are applied to people in those same sub-groups of the 2010 population. This assumption 
is made as there are no data to support any other position. Thus, for example, high income people in 
various sub-groups in 2010 are assumed to recreate in the same way as high income people in 1997. 

3. Model 

a. The probability that people in a combined ethnic, income, age, and gender sub-group engaged in wa- 
ter/jet skiing (or other behavior) during 1997 was determined by their answers of ‘greater than 0” (XI) 
to the Charlton survey questions about participation in that activity at any level in 1997, and a further 
answer of “strong desire” to participate again in the future. There is a natural upward bias in these an- 
swers as people tend to think about what they “want” to do, rather than what they ?vih’y do. 

b. The frequency that people in a combined gender sub-group engaged in water/jet skiing (or other be- 
havior) during 1997 was determined by the answers of people in this group as to the number of times 
they had done so. There appeared to be a downward bias in these answers as people tended to answer 
“5” if they were frequent participants. 

c. The probability and frequency estimates thus seemingly had offsetting biases. 

4. Results 

a. While preferences are used with detailed sub-groups (to allow forecasts that allow for the changing 
population composition), it is interesting to note the overall preferences expressed irrthe survey. One- 
third of respondents indicated participation in fishing. Over twenty-five percent (26.3%) indicated 
participation in water/jet skiing. The latter result contrasted with the 14.4% determined by the 1992 
statewide survey of recreation preferences that served as a basis for the 1995 Economic Report on the 
ESRP. 

Activiti Percent ParticiDation 
Picnic/Swim 55.0% 
Freshwater Anglers 33.3% 

Water/Jet Ski 26.3% 
Boatinn, non-bodv contact 15.5% 

b. Appendix A shows the percentage of each combined ethnic, income, age & gender sub-group that are 
estimated to have engaged in skiing/jet skiing, non-body contact boating, fishing, picnicking/swimming 
during 1997. Thus, for instance, 3 1.7% of white, high income, 18-24 year old, males were estimated to 
have engaged in water/jet skiing. 

- c. Appendix A also shows the average frequency of annual participation by those in each combined sub- 
group who wish to engage in the activity. Thus, the white, high income, 18-24 year old, males were 
estimated to have engaged in an average of 10.2 water/jet skiing trips per year. 
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B. Participants & Participant Days In Activities (DEMAND) 
-- Having established the probability and frequency that combined Southern California ethnic, income, age and gen- 

der sub-groups believe that they would engage in water/jet skiing (or other behavior), it is necessary to ‘estimate the 
number of people in each sub-group to whom this belief should be applied in 1997 and in 2010. 

1. m 

-. 

The California Department of Finance @OF), the U.S. Census and the Southern California Association of 
Governments (SCAG) are the basic sources of demographic information for ‘California’s county data on 
population levels and ethnic, income, age and gender sub-groups in 1997. These data permit forecasts of the 
numbers of people in these groups to 20 10. 

l Population by County 

. Age by Ethnic@ by County 

d. The age distribution by ethnic group by county is known for 1990 from the 1990 U.S. Census. SCAG 
demographers have brought the age pyramid by ethnic group forward to ‘1997 using mortality tables, 
birth rates by ethnic group and estimates of in and out-migration. Similar calculations have been made 
by SCAG projecting the age distribution by ethnic group by county to 2010. 

. 

e. 

Total 1997 population is found in the DOF E-5, Ponulation & Housiw Reuort, Bv Countv issued in 
1997. 

The 2010 population is estimated via the DOF P-l Interim Countv Pomdation Proiects. Proiections 
for 2000.2010.2020 issued in 1997. 

Ethnicity by County 

The 1997 ethnic composition of each county is derived from the DOF report entitled Race/Ethnic 
Pouulation Estimates: Components of Chawe hv Race for Cdifornia’ Counties Arwilr 1990-1996 
issued in 1998. The 2010 ethnic composition of each county can be estimated based upon the manner 
in which these ethnic components have changed from 1990-1996. This work has been performed by 
SCAG demographers. 

Income by Age by Ethnicity by County 

The 1990 U.S. Census provides the only available data for family income distribution by ethnic group, 
by age group, by County. 

2. Assumutions 

Given these data sources, the following assumptions were used to forecast demographic information: 

a. The market area for the ESFW is all of Riverside, San Bernardino, Orange, Los Angeles and San Diego 
Counties. 

b. The population estimates from the CA Department of Finance for both 1997 and 2010 ‘are accurate. 

c. DOF ethnic composition percentages for 1996 apply to each county for 1997, and the, SCAG forecast of 
changes in these percentages to 20 10 are valid. 

d. The 1990 distribution of family income between low, middle and high income groups, for each age group 
within each ethnic group from the 1990 Census applies to 1997. 

e. The family income distribution is forecasted from 1997 to 2010 as follows: 

1.) The percentage rate of low income families in each age group of each ethnic group is assumed to 
increase by 20% by 2010 (e.g., 9.0%*1.20=10.8%). This is done as there is evidence that there 
is an increasing percentage of low income people in the society. Middle income groups are 
assumed to shrink accordingly. 
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2.) The percent of low income Hispanics in each sub-group is assumed to decline towards these new 
White percentages. By 2010, they are assumed to reach levels 35% higher than the new, higher 
White low income percentages (e.g., 10.8%*1.35, = 14.6%). Hispanic rates will thus end up below 
today’s levels (e.g., 17.4%). This process assumes that Hispanics will undergo upward income 
mobility, though it will be constrained by a continuing influx of low income Hispanic 
immigrants. Middle income Hispanics grow proportionately from these assumptions. 

3.) The percentage rate of high income Hispanics, in each age group, is assumed to increase 50% by 
2010 (e.g., 8.6% *1.50=12.9%). Hispanics are therefore assumed to begin converging toward 
the White distribution of income over time. The middle income group shrinks the same ratio. 

4.) The percentage of high income non-Hispanics, in each group, is assumed constant. 

f. The behavioral assumptions apply to adults. It is assumed that children accompany adults on different 
types of recreation trips at the rates found in the Charlton survey. For instance, on water/jet ski trips, 
adult were accompanied by children 52% of the time. Census data show that 59% of adults are parents, 
thus 30.7% of adult water/jet ski trips involved parents with children. The Census shows that there are 
1.76 parents per child in Southern California, thus adult ski trips included a child 17.4% of the time. 

g. It is assumed that water/jet skiing boating trips average 3.5 persons. The averages are 2.5 for non-body 
contact boating and 1.5 for jet skis and anglers. This is the observed behavior by the U.S. Forest Service. 

3. Modeling 

Given the probabilities and frequencies at which each sub-group in Southern California believes it will par- 
ticipate in water/jet skiing (and orher behavior), and assumptions about the size and composition of the 
population in 1997 and 2010, it is possible to estimate the number of recreators who’believe they will par- 
ticipate in each activity in each year, and the total volume of activity in which they believe, they will engage. 

a. The estimates of each county’s 1997 population are multiplied by the 1997 percentages representing each 
combined ethnic, age, income and gender sub-group. This yields the number of persons in that sub- 
group for that county (e.g., 1,423,700 in Riverside * .0466% white, high income, 18-24 males = 664). 

b. The number of people in each sub-group for a county is multiplied by t&probability they will partici- 
pate in water/jet skiing (and other behavior) to yield the estimated number of people in each sub- 
groups that will participate in that activity during 1997 (e.g., 664 white, high income, 18-24 males * 
31.7% water /jet skiers = 21 I). Summing for all sub-groups provides an estimate of the total adults par- 
ticipating in water/jet skiing (or other behuvior) from that county in 1997 (e.g., 217,732 for Riverside 
County or 22.9% of adults). 

c. The number of people in each sub-group that are expected to participate during 1997 is next multi- 
plied times their average expected frequency of participation to yield the number of expected recreator 
days for water/jet skiing (or other behavior) (e.g., 211 white, high income, 18-24 males * 10.242 = 
2,161 trips). 

d. Summing for all sub-groups provides an estimate of the total expected adult recreator days in water/jet 
skiing (or other behavior) from that county for 1997 (e.g., 1,486,124 for Riverside County adults). 

e. To allow for children, the total water/jet skiing adults trips (or other activity) for a county is increased 
by the 17.4% of children per adult trip (e.g., 1,486,124 *I. 174 =l, 744,799 for Riverside County). 

The five step process outlined for 1997 is repeated for 2010. The only differences are the changes antici- 
pated in population levels and the percentage of population in each sub-group. The probabilities and fre- 
quencies of a sub-group participating in an activity are left unchanged People are classified by a principal 
activity to avoid double counting trips (i.e., a skiing trip is a skiing trip, not a skiing andfishing trip). 

4. Results: Potential Demand 

l 1997 

a. The estimated number of persons, by sub-group and county, are shown in Appendix B for 1997, 
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b. The 1997 population in each group is multiplied times their propensity to participate in skiing/jet ski- 
ing, non-body contact boating, fishing, and day use activities to yield the number of Ipotential partici- 
pants in each activity. The results by sub-group and county are shown in Appendix C The totals are in 
Exhibit 2. For example, 2,960$%4 Southern Californian adults leaned towards participating~ in water & 
jet skiing (the allowance for children is included in thepequency data in step “~‘7. 

Adult Participants 

Activity LA. Orange Riverside San Bdno. San Diego So. Calif. 
Water Ski/Jet Ski 1,577,063 455,547 217,732 247,588 463,053' 2;960,964 
Boat Not Ski 955,302 288,320 139,617 150,877 288,233 1,622,349 

Fish, 2,287,703 615,226 321,872 348,886 644,487~ 4,218,173 

Day Use 3,606,99$ 990,371 499,910 551,015 1,017,315 6,665,606 

Grand Total 8,427,062 2,349,464 1,179,131 1,298,366 2.413.089' 15,667,112 

Activity 1 Orange 1 Riverside 1 San Bdno. 1 SanDiego 
Water Ski/Jet Ski 12,887,821 3,782,583 1,744,799 1,996,412 

Boat Not Ski 5,326,807 1,657,583 766,626 814,844 

Fish 18,488,032 5,120,208 2,627,277 2,840,158 

3,763,918 

1,589,430 

,5,263,530 

Day Use 46,750,273 13,425,501 6,648,927 7,291,165 13,656,750 

Grand Total 83,452,933 23,985,875 11,787,629 12,942,580 24,273,628 

87,772,616 

156.442.645 

c. Potential participants in each activity and sub-group are next multiplied times the estimated frequency 
of participation to generate estimates of participation days. The 1997 results by sub-group, county and 
activity are shown in Appendix D. Total participant days are summarized in Exhibit 2. Thus, Southern 
Californians leaning to water &jet skiing are shown wanting to participate in those activities for total of 
24.2 million days. Total desired participation of all types is 156.4 million days. 

l 2010 

a. The estimated number of persons, by sub-group and county, are shown in Appendix E for 2010. 

Activity 
Ski/Jet Ski 
Boat Not Ski 

Fish 
Day Use 

Grand Total 

Activitv 

Ski/Jet Ski 
Boat Not Ski 

Fish 

Dav Use 

Adult Participants 
LA. Orange Riverside San Bdno. 

1,745,747 473,567 316,827 346,352 

1,096,857 314,298 207,722 216,983 

2,736,982 701,550 497,668 527,363 

4,237,134 1,102,620 769,339 818,764 

9.816.720 1 2.592.035 1 1.791.556 1 1.909.462 

Participant Days Including Children 
LA. Orange Riverside San Bdno. 

14,105,248 3,897,039 2,532,885 2,786,004 

6,267,807 1,868,799 1,152,079 1,195,697 

22,125,986 5,829,962 4,061,692 4,269,023 

53.647.041 14.688,508 9,838,199 10,521,633 

San Diego 
514,399 

335,125 

785,005 

1,208,365 

So. Calif. 

3,396,893 
2,170,985 

5,245,569 

6.136.222 

2,842.895 1 16.952.668 

San Diego So. Calif. 
4,142,600 

1,906,673 

6,380,304 

15,852.268 

a 

42,666,967 

104.547.649 

Grand Total 96.146.081 I 26.284.308 I 17.584.654 1 18,772,357 26.281.846 1 167.069.446 

b. Estimates of the number of people in each sub-group leaning towards participating in each activity in 
2010 are calculated in Appendix F. The totals by county and activity are in Exhibit 3. Thus, for exam- 
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ple, the number of Southern Californian adults who will want to participate in water &jet skiing is pre- 
dicted to reach 3,396,893 (the allowance for children is included in thefiequency data in step “c”). 

c. The estimated 2010 participant days for each activity and sub-group are derived in Appendix F. Total 
participant days are shown in Exhibit 3. Thus, Southern Californians will desire to participate in water 
&jet skiing for 27.5 million recreation days, and all recreation for 187.1 million days. 

Note: Several factors have affected the forecasted demand for recreation by Southern Californians over the 1995 
Economic Report. The use of Southern California preferences impacted all forms or recreation, but water & jet 
skiing in particular. Hispanics were surprisingly shown to recreate in a similar fashion to other ethnic groups. 
Children have been included as recreators. 

C. Distribution of Participant Trips to Sites (SUPPLY) 
Once estimates of the total participant trip demand for water/jet skiing (or other behavior) from Southern Califor- 
nia counties have been made, it is necessary to determine what share of that demand will go to’the ESRP. Here, 
there are two important considerations. 

Scaling Preferences To Actual Demand. In economics, there is a well understood axiom that human wants are 
infinite. Rut another way, people will always state they plan to engage in much more economic activity than their 
time or money will permit. Thus, Exhibit 2 & Exhibit 3 must be viewed in part as expressions #of Southern Cali- 
fornia recreation desires rather than true demand. The modeling used to distribute these levels of demand’to vari- 
ous sites must allow for this phenomena. This was accomplished by scaling the recreation participation’desires 
in the tables to measured participation at the region’s main lake venues. These ranged from’ a low ‘of 100,000 
recreator days at the Salton Sea, to an estimated high of 3 million at the Colorado River. For the ‘latter, nearly all 
of the recreation was assumed to involve body contact boating. 

Distribution. Economists distribute the demand for any product to various suppliers ,based upon their prices and 
capacities. For the ESRP, these variables raise the following considerations: 

l Suppliers. There are 18 competitive sites for Southern California lake based recreation (Exhibit 4). 

l Price. This is the cost to a consumer of using a site. It includes the dollars that must ‘be spent on items 
such as fees and travel, and the time that must be used up reaching a site. 

l Capacity. A site’s capacity is a measure of its ability to supply an activity. For boaters, a lake’s capacity 
is in part defined by its surface area, as this determines the number of boats able to use it at one time. 
However, capacity is also limited by a site’s maximum ability to launch or rent boats. And, a lake’s size 
relative to its launch capacity can make it more or less attractive depending on the level of congestion 
this permits. 

l Seasonality. The daily capacity of a site must be matched against the number of boaters attempting to 
use it on any given day. Thus, a site’s potential total annual demand must be distributed by daily season- 
ality factors to determine the extent to which capacity is a limiting factor on any given day. 

1. & 2. Data & AssumDtions 

l Competitive Sites 

l a. 18 Sites. It is assumed that the ESRP will compete with 17 other recreation sites (Exhibit 4). only one 
Central California lake is included, Lake Isabella because of its 11,230 acre size. It is much closer to the bulk 
of Southern California’s population than Lake Havasu at the Colorado River. 

l Hard Costs 

b. Fees. Several cost items impact where recreators will choose to go in Southern California. For water/jet 
skiers, these include the gate fees to enter various sites, and the launch fees charged per watercraft. For a 

- . small portion of users, the costs of renting, mooring, or storing watercraft are relevant. Exhibit 5 shows 
the assumptions made for these costs at the ESRP. 
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c. Travel Costs. For all users, a key expense item is the cost of driving to a site. Vehicle cost per mile is 
one determinant ($0.35 per mile). This is divided across the average number of persons traveling to- 
gether (e.g., 3.5 for water/jet skiing). The result is multiplied times the mileage from various popula- 
tion centers. 

k Eastside Reservoir Fees 
Gate Fee per boat 
Launch Fees per boat/jet ski 
Rent Fee: Jet ski 

$6.00 
$5.00 

Ifso. 

d. Camping Fees. Some recreators will stay more than one day at a site. The assumed length of stay thus 
has the effect of reducing the trip travel cost, as more than one recreation day is paid for by the expense 
of one round trip (camping is of particular importance to remote sites like ‘Lake Havasu). The amount 
of camping depends on the propensity of various users to camp as well as the fees for tent & RV spaces. 

l Cods of Travel (opportunity) 

e. Time “Cost”. Intuitively, people place a value on their time. For the ESRP modeling, it was assumed 
that this value is l/3 of a county’s average hourly pay rate. This amount times the average driving time 
from various locations is part of the “cost” that recreators must consider in deciding whether to engage 
in water/jet skiing (or other activities) at a particular site. Again, camping’time lowers this cost as it is 
spread across over more than one trip day. 

In order to keep the demand for Southern California recreation in Southern California, the time cost of 
traveling to Central California sites (e.g., Lake Isabella), was increased by two hours. This was done 
both to incorporate the psychological barrier of the Tehachapi Mountains and the desire by coastal des- 
ert dwelling Southern Californians to recreate in a similar environment. 

Access Capacify 

f. Launches. The greater the launch capacity of a site, the more attractive it should be. At the ESRP, it 
has been determined that the terrain will allow 19 launch lanes. This sets a limit of 988 on the capacity 
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of the lake to launch watercraft (Exhibit 6). This limit is based on the average craft taking, 15 minutes 
of launch capacity, 7.5~minutes each to launch/exit. The site is assumed to operate 13 hours per day. 

Lanes 19 

Operating Hours 13 

Body Contact Launch (7.5 min.) 8~ Retrieve (7.5 min.) = 15/60 per hr. 4 

1 Maximum Daily Launches 1 988 ii 

g. Moored & Rental Boats. The capacity of a site is also determined by the availability of moored and 
rental boats. The following is the situation assumed for the ESRP. 

l Marina. 250 slips are planned for the site. However, typically, a maximum of 40% will be in use 
simultaneously. That is 100 boats. In the ESRP modeling, it was assumed that the number of 
moored boats in use will equal 100 times the percentage of lake capacity used by all boaters on 
any given day. 

l Rental Boats. It is assumed that there will be 180 rental boats at the ESRP, with a maximum av- 
erage daily turnover of 3 times, with 90% available at any time. This represents 486 potential daily 
boat rentals. In the ESRP modeling, it was assumed that the number of rental boats in use will be 
equal to 486 times the percentage lake capacity used by all boaters on any given day. 

l Jet Skis. If boat body contact is allowed, it is assumed there will be 20 rental jet skis available at 
the ESRP, with a maximum daily turnover of 6, and 90% available at any time. This represents 
108 potential daily jet ski rentals. In the modeling, it was assumed that jet sl& rentals will equal 
108 times the percentage thatjet skies represents of all body contuct usage on any given day.. 

Marina Slips 

Maximum Assumed Daily Usage 

Marina Slips In Use 

250 

40% 

100 

Rentals 1 Jet Skis I Boats 

Craft 180 

Average Daily Turnover 3 

Reliability 90% 

Maximum Daily Rental Boat CaDacitv 486 

h. Competition Among Boat Users For Launch Space. Water/jet skiers must compete for launch space 
with anglers, non-body contact power and sail boaters. The practicalities of site management are as- 
sumed to make it impossible to discriminate between types of boaters wanting access. Water/jet skiers 
are thus assumed to obtain access to the available launch capacity in proportion to their share of total 
activity on the ESRP on any given day. 

l Lake Size & Boat Capacity 

i. Absolute Capacity, Open Lake The total size of a lake is a factor in determining its attractiveness to 
potential users. The ESRP will have 4,455 acres of surface area. This means 891,boats can be allowed 
on the water at any one time, using a safety standard of five boats per acre. It is further assumed that 
boats will turnover at an average of 1.5 per day. The total daily boating capacity is thus 1,337. 

However, the use of rental boats and jet skis expands a lake’s capacity. This is the case as rental boats 
and jet skis turnover at a faster rate than “typical” lane launched boats. Thus, if a 1maximum of 162 
rental boats (90% of 180 available) are used, with each turning over 3 times, that puts 486 boat users 
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on tire lake. They replace 162 regular boats turning over at 1.5 times, able to accommodate 243 boat 
users. At capacity, the ESRP could accommodate the difference or 243 more boat users. 

Surface Acreage 

Allowable Boats Per Acre 
Maximum Boats at any one time 

Assumed Boat Turnover Ratio 

Impact of Higher Turnover of Rental Boats & Jet Skis 

Type (turnover) Maximum Use Replace 1.5 Boats Net Gain 

Rental Boat (3) 486 243 243 

Rental Jet Ski 108 27 81 

Capacity Change 

Similarly, if a maximum of 18 jet ski rentals (90% of20 mailable) are used, with each turning over 6 
times, that puts 108 boat users on the lake. They replace 18 regular boats turning over at 1.5 times, or 
27 boat users. ESRP capacity is thus increased by the difference or 81 boat users. Incorporating both 
rental forms, the ESRP has an absolute user capacity of 1,661 boat users (Exhibit 8). 

1 Body Contact 1 Non-Body To’tal 

Surface Acreage 

Allowable Boats Per Acre 
Maximum Boats at one time any 

Assumed Boat Turnover Ratio 

2,475 1,980 4,455 

5 5 5 
495 396 ,895 

1.5 1.5 1.5 

j. Absolute Capacity, Split Lake. A second scenario for allowing boat body contact at the ESRP would 
be to split the surface of the lake into two parts. Water and jet skiing (743) would be confined to 2,475 
acres of lake area in one portion. Non-body contact boating and angling (594) would be confined to the 
other 1,980 acres. Assuming that rental jet skis (81 net gain) are only used on the body contact side, 
and rental boats on the non-body contact side (243 net gain), the result would be a daily body contact 
capacity of 824 boats, and a non-body contact of 837 boats, totaling 1,661 boat users (Exhibit 9). 

k. Attractiveness. The ESRP size relative to the number of boats that can be launched means that those 
boaters who use the facility will have a less congested experience than at the competitors like Lake Per- 
ris. This should cause boaters to prefer to use the ESRP if it has available capacity. 

0 Seasonality 
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1. Boaters. In order to allow for the impact of daily lake capacity, the annual demand for access to a fa- 
cility must be distributed to each day of the year. For the ESRP, the 1993 daily boat launchings at Lake 
Penis are known. These were converted to daily percentages of annual demand and’used to distribute 
annual ESRP boater demand to the days of the year for 1997 and 2010 (Appendix H). 

Month 
JCUl 
Feb 
Mar 

Apr 
May 
JUn 
Jul 

Aug 
Sep 
Ott 
Nov 
Dee 

Casitas Use 
5.2% 
9.0% 

13.7% 

12.8% 

9.7% 

9.6% 

9.6% 

8.5% 

7.7% 

5.1% 
5.6% 

3.5% 

m 
Perris Use 

1.7% 
2.3% 

6.4% 

11.6% 

13.2% 

13.3% 

15.7% 

15.8% 

9.4% 

6.1% 

2.9% 

1.8% 

ESRP: No Fish 

2.3Oh 

6.4Oh 

11.6% 

1.7% 

13.2% 

13.3% 

15.7% 

15.8% 

9.4% 
6.1% 

2.9% 
1.8% 

9.0% 

ESRP: Fish’ 

13.7% 

12.8% 

5.2% 

9.7%, 

9.6% 

9.6% 

8.5%# 

7.7% 

5.1% 

5.6% 

3.5% 

I Annual I 100.0% 1 

Source: Foster t Associates 

100.0% 1 100.0% 100.0%’ 

m. Anglers. Lake Casitas is a fishing lake without body contact. Its monthly boat launchings provide a 
better estimate than Lake Penis of the pattern by which anglers use a lake. The Periis daily patterns 
were altered to reflect the differences in monthly Casitas demand. The resulting daily factors were used 
to distribute annual ESRP angler boaters throughout the year (Appendix I). 

Exhibit 10 presents the Penis and Casitas monthly usage patterns and the resulting percents of non-fish 
and fish boat use they imply for ESRP. In the summer months, this refinement means that the ESRP 
model sees less of annual demand for angler boaters (e.g., 9.6% in July), leaving more capacity for the 
very large summer demand for water/jet skiing and non-body contact boating. 

3. Modeling 

With estimates of the potential 2010 Southern California demand for body contact boating, non-body contact 
boating, and angling in Southern California made and scaled to actual demand experience, and with as- 
sumptions made about the costs, capacities, and seasonahty factors for 18 Southern California lakes, the 
heavily adapted Foster & Associates model was run in order to distribute people to sites, including ESPY. 

The model was run in a manner that allowed the daily number of marina boats, rental boats and jet ski rent- 
als to vary towards 100% of their practical capacities (Exhibit 7 above), as daily ESRP usage approached its 
capacity of 1,661 (Exhibit 8). On days when capacity was reached, lane launches were~constrained to 967 of 
a potential 988 as the balance of lake capacity was absorbed by marina and rental craft (1,661 lake capacity 
- 100 marina - 486 boat rentals - 108 jet ski rental = 967 maximum lane launches). 

Level of Modeling Aggressiveness. As the model was run, decisions needed to be made about the level of 
aggressiveness with which to approach the demand potential of the ESRP. This was the case as economics 
is not rocket science, and economic models deliver results that reflect the biases of their builders. 

Models can be built to yield conservative results, as is the case when they are run for budget directors. 
They can be built to deliver cautious results, when the client is perhaps a planner. An optimistic attitude 
might be used in models for project directors. Aggressive modeling is the norm when responding to eco- 
nomic development directors. Models for real estate developers invariably are designed to produce very ag- 
gressive results. Here, four sets of ESRP demand data were generated, using four levels of aggressiveness. 
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Point of Aggressivenesi Boating Boat Demand 
View Level Demand Accommodated 

Budget Director Conservative 300,000 212,236 

Planner Cautious 350,000 245,446 

Congestion Days Of 
(% turned away) Excess Capacity 

0.1% 3 

1.1% 19 

Project Director Optimistic 421,110 283,400 5.0% 53 

Econ. Development Dir. Aggressive 453,350 297,103 7.5% 69 

Congestion & Excess Demand. For the ESRP modeling, aggressiveness was defined as the level of con- 
gestion that was assumed to be tolerable to the public. Congestion, in turn was measured as the percentage 
of unconstrained annual boater demand that could not gain access to the ESRP because on some days de- 
mand exceeds capacity. Conservative was set at almost no congestion (0.1%); cautious was the initial 
modeling result with 1.1% of boaters turned away; optimistic was defined as 5% of boaters turned away; 
aggressive was set at 7.5% turned away. 

Source of Excess Demand. What would be the source of potential demand beyond ‘that generated ‘by the 
initial “cautious” model run described below? The answer is the 3 million Southern Californian recreation 
trips to the Colorado River. Most of these trips involve boat body contact. Measures of Colorado River de- 
mand is the least accurate piece of information in the modeling, as there is not a single entry point. It is 
therefore not a great extension to believe that a well run fresh water lake at the ESRP could divert more than 
the “cautious” portions of this demand. 

4. Results 

l “Conservative” Run 
Boating Participants. The “conservative nm” takes the attitude that modeling should reflect the worries of 
budget forecasters. The congestion level permitted was thus just 0.1%. The ESRP is assumed to have 
300,000 boaters wanting access to the reservoir in 2010 (Exhibit 12). Of these, 82,200 (27.6%) would be 
non-body contact boaters (i.e., sail, oar, power boaters without body contact). The other 217,200 would be 
involved in either jet skiing (52.3%) or water skiing (47.7!%) based upon the ratio of boating registrations. 
In addition, 202,286 anglers would want to use the facility (67.4% ratio to non-fishing boaters), with 55.1% 
or 111,000 anglers wanting to fish from boats. Altogether, 411,000 regular and angler boaters would 
want access to the ESRP. 

1 
Factors 

27.6% 

47.7% 

52.3% 

Activitv 
Total In Boats 
Non-Body 
Body Contact 

Water Ski 

Jet Ski 

67.4% 
55.1% 

Anglers 
Fish Boats 

‘C’ S Source 
300.000 IFoster Model - Downward Adiustment 

82,800 Assumed from review of several runs 
217,200 Remainder 
103,658 Ratio of Boat Registrations 

113,542 Ratio of Boat Registrations 

202,286 Foster Model - Downward Adjustment 
111,000 Assumed from review of several runs 

Activity 

Non-Body 
Water Ski 
Jet Ski 

Non-Fish Boats 

Participants 

82,800 

103,658 

113,542 

300,000 

Per Boat 
2.5 

3.5 

1.5 

Boats 
33,120 

29,616 

75,695 

138,431 

Share of Boats 
15.6% 

13.9% 

35.6% 

Fish Boats 111,000 1.5 74,000 34.8% 

ESPR Boats 411,000 212,431 100.0% 

1 
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(NOTE: The various usage ratios shown in Exhibit 12 are maintained in runs representing differing levels 
of aggressiveness) 

Open Lake Option. The 411,000 boating participants were converted to boats using 3.5 per boat for 
water skiing, 2.5 for non-body contact boating, 1.5 for jet skiing and angling. The result: demand for access 
for 212,431 boats. Of these, 212,236 could be accommodated, a shortfall of 195 boats on 3 summer week- 
end days. This is the 0.1% “conservative” standard (Exhibit 13). 

Boat Demand 
Accommodated 

Body Contact Non-Body Anglers Total 
105,311 33,120 74,000 212,431 
105,242 33,062 73,932 212,236 

Excess 

Congestion 

Excess-Weekend 
Excess-Weekdav 

69 56 66 195 

0.1% 0.2% 0.1% 0.1% 

3 
0 

Body Contact, Non-Body Contact & Anglers: Demand & Supply. Looking at the details of this result, 
there would be demand for 105,3 11 water &jet ski boats on the ESRP. Of these, 105,242 could be accom- 
modated. This would leave a deficit of 69 boats, or 0.1%. Meanwhile, users,of 33,120 non-body contact 
boats would want access to the facility. Of these, 33,062 could be accommodated leaving 58 unable to ob- 
tain craft, or 0.2%. And, anglers would want access to 74,000 fishing boats but only 73,932 could be ac- 
commodated, a shortage of 68 or 0.1% (Exhibit 13). 

Lane Launching. For the year 2010, the “conservative” run yields 123,533 lane launchings at the ESRP 
(Exhibit 14). This is a little more than the Lake Penis experience of 111,585, and about equal to its maxi- 
mum of 122,707 in 1993. Lake Perris is a much smaller lake. The balance of the 212,236 boats reaching 
the lake do so via marina launches plus the rental of jet skis and boats. 

Marina Launch 
Jet Ski Rental 
Boat Rental 
Lane Launch 

Accommodated 

12,781 

21,589 

2 32236 

Split Lake Option. Under the split lake option, in “conservative” mode, the model generates the same 
300,000 boat users wanting to put 138,43 1 craft on the ESRP, and 111,000 anglers wanting to fish from 
boats. Of these, 105,3 11 water & jet ski boats would want access to the lake’s 2,475 acre body-contact area 
(Exhibit 15). However, only 105,035 could be accommodated, a shortage of 276 boats or 0.3%. People 
would try to put 33,120 non-body contact boats in the 1,980 acre non-body contact area, but only 32,779 
could be accommodated, a deficit of 341 or 1.0%. And, anglers would want to use 74,000 boats in the non- 
body contact area, but only find room for 73,238, a shortage of 762 or 1.0%. 

Boat Demand 
Accommodated 

Body Contact Non-Body Angler Total 
105,311 33,120 74,000 212,431 
105,035 32,779 73,238 211,053 

Excess 276 341 762 1,379 

Congestion 0.3% 1.0% 1.0% 0.6% 

Excess-Weekend 14 
Excess-Weekday 0 
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Comparing the open and split lake options, under the “conservative” run, reveals that the latter would per- 
mit 1,184 fewer boats of all types to gain access to the ESRP (1,379 vs. 195 turned away): 207 fewer water 
& jet ski boats and 977 fewer non-body contact boats. In addition, the ESRP would reqch capacity on 14 
days versus the 3 days under the open lake option (Exhibit 15). The number of boat launchings under the 
split lake option would fall from 123,533 to 122,844, down 1,548 launches or 0.5% (Exhibit la). 

Access To Water Volume 
Marina Launch 12,710 

Jet Ski Rental 21,569 

Boat Rental 

Lane Launch 

Accommodated 21m 

Non-Body Contact Option. In the “conservative” case, the non-body contact option calls for the 
ESRP to see demand from 82,800 non-body contact power, sail and oar powered boaters using 33,120 craft, 
and 111,000 boating anglers using 74,000 craft (Exhibit 17). No increase in demand is assumed from these 
users with body contact eliminated from the mix. This is the case, as no restrictions were put on their de- 
mand and access to the ESRP in the modeling for the two body contact options. 

Exhibit 17 indicates that all 107,120 boats would be able to use the ESRP. There are no days when the lake 
reaches capacity, and thus there will be no congestion. Under this option, 63,716 boats would, be lane 
launched. This is still more than the highest number recently launched at Lake Casitas: 47,043 in 1994. 

Boat Demand 
Accommodated 

Excess 
Congestion 

Excess-Weekend 
Excess-Weekday 

Non-Body Boat Anglers 

33,120 74,000 

33,120 74,000 

0 0 
0.0% 0.0% 

Total 

107,120 

107,120 

0 
0.0x 

0 
0 

Access To Water 
Marina Launch 
Jet Ski Rental 

Boat Rental 

Lane Launch 

Volume 
6,782 

0 

Impact of Boat Body Contact. The 2010 open lake body contact option, using the “conservative” 
modeling approach, had the impact of bringing 105,116 additional boats to the ESRP (Exhibit 18). This 
resulted from 105,242 jet and water ski boats being able to use the facility. However, as the, lake would 
reach capacity on several days, these boats would cause 58 non-body contact boats and 68 angler boats to be 
displaced. It is the differential spending of the recreators associated with these watercraft that represents the 
marginal economic impact of the boat body contact on the ESRP region. 

The split lake body contact option would allow 103,933 additional boats to use the ESRP (Exhibit 18). 
This resulted from 105,035 jet and water ski boats using the facility, but causing 341 non-body contact boats 
and ‘762 angler boats to be displaced on peak days. Again, it is the differential spending of the recreators as- 
sociated with these watercraft that represents the marginal economic impact of the boat body contact on the 
ESRP region under the “conservative” modeling approach 
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Option Body Contact Non-Ski Boating Anglers TOTAL 

Open Lake 105,242 33,062 73,932 212,236 ” 
Non-Body Contact 0 33,120 74,000 107,120 

(58) (08) < Bod Contact Ch . y  g 105,242 105,liiiQ 

Split Lake 105,035 32,779 73,236 211,053 

Non-Body Contact 0 33,120 74,000 107,1po 

Body Contact Chg. 105,035 (341) (762) 03,933-- 

l “Cautious” Run (the initial modeling) 
Boating Participants. The “cautious run” for the ESRP generated the result that 350,000 boaters would 
want access to the reservoir in 2010 (Exhibit 19). This was the initial modeling from the assumptions out- 
lined earlier. Of these, 96,600 (27.6%) would be non-body contact ‘boaters. The other 253,400 would be in- 
volved in either jet skiing (52.3%) or water skiing (47.7%). That water:jet ski split was based upon the ratio 
of boating registrations. In addition, 236,000 anglers would want to use the facility (67.4% ratio to non- 
pshing boaters). Of these, previous experience indicates that 55.1% or 130,000 anglers can be assumed to 
want to fish from boats. Altogether, 480,000 regular and angler boaters would wamlake access. 

Factors 

27.6% 

47.7% 

52.3% 

67.4% 
55.1% 

Activiw 
Non-Body 
Water Ski 
Jet Ski 

Regular Boats 
Angler Boats 

ESPR Boats 

Activitv ‘C’ nants Source 
Total In Boats 350,960 Foster Model 
Non-Body 96,699 Assumed from review of several runs 
Body Contact 253,400 Remainder 

Water Ski 120,934 Ratio of Boat Registrations 
Jet Ski 132,466 Ratio of Boat Registrations 

Anglers 236,000 Foster Model 
Angler Boaters 130.000 Assumed from review of several runs 

Participants 
96,600 

120,934 

132,466 

350,000 

130,000 

480,000 

Per Boat 
2.5 

3.5 

1.5 

1.5 

Boats Share of Boats 
38,640 15.6% 

34,553 13.9% 

88,311 35.6% 

161,503 

86,667 34.9% 

246,170 100.0% 

Open Lake Option: The 480,000 boating participants were converted to numbers of boats using 3.5 
per boat for water skiing, 2.5 for non-body contact boating, 1.5 for jet skiing and angling. These ratios 
came from observations by the U.S. Forest Service. The result was demand for access to the ESRP for 
248,170 boats. Daily lake capacity would only permit 245,446 boats to access the ESRP. There would be 
unaccormnodated demand for 2,724 boats on 19 summer weekend days during the year, or 1.1% . . . the 
“cautious” standard (Exhibit 20). 

Body Contact, Non-Body Contact, Anglers: Demand & Supply. Looking at the details of this result, 
there would be demand for 122,863 water &jet ski slots on the ESIW. Of these, 121,647 could be accom- 
modated, 1,216 short of demand or 1.0%. Meanwhile, there would be demand for 38,640 non-body contact 
boats, of which 38,083 could be met, a shortage of 557 boats, or 1.4%. And, anglers would want to use 
86,667 boats at the ESRP, but only 85,716 could be accommodated, 95 1 too few or 1.1% (Exhibit 20). 
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Boat Demand 
Accommodated 

Excess 
Congestion 

122,863 38,640 86,667 248,170 
121,647 38,083 85,716 245,446 

1,216 557 951 2,724 

1.0% 1.4% 1.1% 1.1% 

Excess-Weekend 19 
Excess-Weekday 0 

Lane Launching. For the year 2010, the “cautious” run yields 142,862 lane launchings at the ESRP 
(Exhibit 21). Given the facility’s larger size, this result is fully consistent with the 1995 Lake Penis experi- 
ence of 111,585 launching, and that facility’s maximum of 122,707 in 1993. The balance of the 245,446 
boats reaching the lake get there via marina launches plus the rental of jet skis and boats. 

,Access To Water 
Marina Launch 
Jet Ski Rental 
Boat Rental 

Lane Launch 

Accommodated 

Volume 
14,781 

23,342 

Split Lake Option. When the split lake option is used with the model in “cautious” mode, 350,000 peo- 
ple still try to participate in 161,503 boating uses of the ESRP (122,863 body contact + 38,640 non-body 
contact). And, 130,000 anglers still want to fish from 86,667 boats. Thus, boat demand remains 248,170. 
However, jet/water skiers now have access to only part of the lake; non-body contact boaters and anglers can 
only use the rest. As a result, both sides turn away more potential boaters than in the open lake option. 

Boat Demand 122,863 38,640 86,667 248,170 

Accommodated 120,071 37,745 84,659 242,475 

Excess 2,793 695 2,007 5,695 
Congestion 2.3% 2.3% 2.3% 2.3% 

Excess-Weekend 43 
Excess-Weekday 2 

Of the demand for 122,863 water &jet ski boats for use on the lake, only 120,071 could,be accommodated 
under the split lake option, a shortage of 2,793 2 or 2.3%. Meanwhile, people want to use 38,640 non-body 
contact boats but only 37,745 can be accommodated, a shortfall of 895 or 2.3%. And, anglers desire to use 
86,667 boats, but there is only room for 84,659, or 2,007 below demand or 2.3% (Exhibit 22). 

Marina Launch 14,603 
Jet Ski Rental 23,342 

A Boat Rental 

Lane Launch 
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The split lake option would allow 2,971 fewer boati to gain access to the ESRP than under the open lake 
strategy (shortage of 5,695 vs. 2,724): 1,577 fewer water ski &jet ski boats and 1,394 fewer non-body con- 
tact boats. In addition, the ESRP reaches capacity on more than double the number of days: 45 days versus 
19 under the open lake option (Exhibit 22). The number of boat launchings under the split lake option falls 
from 142,682 to 141,134, down 1,548 launches or 1.0% (Exhibit 23). 

Non-Body Contact Option. In the “cautious” case, the non-body contact option calls for the ESRP to 
see demand from 96,600 non-body contact power, sail and oar powered boaters using 38,640 craft, and 
130,000 anglers would want to use 86,667 boats. No increase in demand is assumed from these users with 
body contact eliminated from the mix. This is the case, as no restrictions were put on their demand and ac- 
cess to the ESRP in the modeling for the two body contact options. 

Exhibit 24 indicates that all 125,307 boats would be able to use the ESRP. There are no days when the lake 
reaches capacity, and thus there will be no congestion. Under this option, 74,533 boats would be lane 
launched. This is more than the highest number recently launched at Lake Casitas: 47,043 in 1994. 

- 

- 

Boat Demand 
Accommodated 

Excess 
Congestion 

Excess-Weekend 
Excess-Weekday 

Non-Body Boat Anglers 

38,640 86,667 

38,640 86,667 

0 0 
0.0% 0.0% 

Total 

125,307 
125,307 

2,724 

0.0% 

0 
0 

Marina Launch 
Jet Ski Rental 
Boat Rental 
Lane Launch 
Accnmmndsted 

7,933 
0 

42,840 

Impact of Boat Body Contact. The 2010 open lake body contact option, using the “cautious” mod- 
eling approach, had the impact of bringing 120,355 additional boats to the ESRP (Exhibit 25). This re- 
sulted from 121,863 jet and water ski boats being able to use the facility. However, as the lake would reach 
capacity on several days, these boats would cause 557 non-body contact boats and 951 angler boats to be 
displaced. It is the differential spending of the recreators associated with these watercraft that represents the 
marginal economic impact of the boat body contact on the ESRP region. 

The split lake body contact option would allow 117,168 additional boats to use the ESRP. This resulted 
from 120,071 jet and water ski boats using the facility, but causing 895 non-body contact boats and 2,008 
angler boats to be displaced on peak days. Again, it is the dBerential spending of the recreators associated 
with these watercraft that represents the marginal economic impact of the boat body contact on the ESRP 
region under the “cautious” modeling approach. 
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l “Moderate” Run (f?wored by this analyst) 
Boating Participants. The “moderate” run takes the attitude that modeling should reflect the point of view 
of people who believe their project will be a success. The level of congestion permitted in this run wk thus 
5.0%, as the public truly wishes to enjoy the new lake and pushes its limits. The ESRP is assumed to have 
421,110 regular boaters wanting access to the reservoir in 2010 (Exhibit 26). Of these, 116$26 (27.6%) 
would be non-body contact boaters. The other 304,884 would be involved in either jet ,skiing (52.3%) or 
water skiing (47.7%) based upon the ratio of boating registrations. In addition, 283,828 anglers would want 
to use the facility (67.4% ratio to non-fishing boaters), with 55.1% or 156,389 anglers wanting to fish from 
boats. Altogether, 577,489 regular and angler boaters would like access to the ESRP. 

Factors 

27.6% 

Activitv ParticiDants Source 

Total In Boats 421 ,110 Foster Model - Upward Adjust+nt 
Non-Body 116,226 Assumed f?om review of several runs 

Non-Fish Boats 
Fish Boats 

I 

ESPR Boats 1 
I I I 

577,469 1 298,576 1 100.0% 

Open Lake Option. Boating participants were converted to boats using 3.5 per boat for water skiing, 
2.5 for non-body contact boating, 1.5 for jet skiing and angling. The result was demand for access to the 
ESRP for 298,576 boats. Of these, 283,579 could g+n access to the lake, leaving 14,997 boats unable to hit 
the water on 49 weekend days and 4 weekdays during the year. This meets the 5.0% “moderate” standard 
(Exhibit 27). 

Boat Demand 
Accommodated 

Excess 

Congestion 

Body Contact 

147,826 

140,313 

7,513 

5.1% 

Non-Body 

46,491 

44,243 

2,247 

4.6% 

Anglers 

104,260 
99,023 

5,237 

5.0% 

Total 

298,576 

283,579 

14,997 

5.0% 

II Excess-Weekend 
Excess-Weekdav 

49 
A II 

-- Body Contact, Non-Body Contact, Anglers: Demand & Supply. Looking at the details, there would be 
demand for 147,826 water &jet ski boats on the ESRP. Of this, 140,313 could be accommodated, a short- 
age of 7,513 boats, or 5.1%. Meanwhile, there would be demand for 46,491 non-body contact boats. Of 
this, 44,243 could be accommodated, a shortage of 2,247 boats or 4.8%. And, access for 104,260 fishing 
boats would be sought but only 99,023 could be accommodated, a gap of 5,237 or 5.0% (Exhibit 27). 

Lane Launching. For the year 2010, the “moderate” run yields 165,058 lane launchings at the ESRP 
(Exhibit 28). This is quite a bit more than the 1995 Lake Penis experience of 111,585, and much more than 
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its maximum of 122,707 in 1993. However, LakePenis is a much smaller lake. The balance of the 283,579 
boats reaching the lake do so via marina launches plus the rental of jet skis and boats. 

76232 

Split Lake Option. Under the split lake option in “moderate? mode, the model generates the same 
421,110 boaters and 156,389 anglers wishing to use watercraft. Of these, there would be demand for 
147,826 water and jet ski boats for the ESRP’s 2,475 acre body-contact area (Exhibit 29). However, only 
136,306 slots could be accommodated, a shortage of 11,520 or 7.8%. Non-body contact boaters would seek 

‘46,491 slots in the 1,980 acres non-body contact area, but only 44,181 would be available, a shortage of 
2,309 boats or 5.0%. Anglers would want to use 104,260 boats on the non-body contact side, but only 
99,902 slots would be available, a shortage of 5,179 or 5.0%. 

- 
Accommodated 

Excess 11,520 2,309 5,179 19,008 

Congestion 7.8% 5.0% 5.0% 8.4% 

Excess-Weekend 72 

Excess-Weekday 7 

Comparing the open and split lake options, under the “moderate” run, reveals that the latter would permit 
4,011 fewer boats of all types on the ESRP (19,008 vs. 14,997 fumed away): 4,007’fewer water &jet ski 
boats could be accessed, and 4 less non-body contact boats could be used. In addition, the ESRP would 
reach capacity on 79 days versus the 53 days under the open lake option (Exhibit 22). The number of boat 
launchings under the split lake option falls from 165,058 to 162,724 (Exhibit 30), down 2,335 launches or 
1.4%. 

Marina Launch 16,836 

Jet Ski Rental 25,211 

Boat Rental 74,797 

Lane Launch 

Accommodated 

Non-Body Contact Option. In the “moderate” case, the non-body contact option calls for the ESRP 
to see demand from 116,226 non-body contact power, sail and oar powered boaters using 46,491 craft, and 
156,389 anglers using 104,260 boats (Exhibit 32). No increase in demand is assumed from these users with 
body contact eliminated from the mix. This is the case, as no restrictions were put on their demand and ac- 
cess to the ESRP in the modeling for the two body contact options. 

Exhibit 3 1 indicates that all 150,750 craft would be able to use the ESRP. There are no days when the lake 
reaches capacity, and thus there will be no congestion. Under this option, 89,667 boats would be lane 
launched, nearly double the Lake Casitas peak (47,043) but not inconsistent with the size of the ESRP. 
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Jet Ski Rental 
Boat Rental 

Impact of Boat Body Contact. The 2010 open lake body contact option, using the “moderate” 
modeling approach, had the impact of allowing people to use 132,829 additional boats at the ESRP 
(Exhibif 32). This resulted from users of 140,313 jet and water ski boats being able to access the facility. 
However, as the lake would reach capacity on several days, these boats would cause 2,247 fewer non-body 
contact boats and 5,237 angler boats to be displaced. It is the differential spending of the recreators associ- 
ated with these watercraft that represents the marginal impact of the boat body contact on the ESRP region. 

The split lake body contact option would allow 128,818 additional boats to use the ESRP. This resulted 
from 136,306 jet and water ski boats using the facility, but causing 2,309 non-body contact boats and 5,179 
angler boats to be displaced on peak days. Again, it is the differential spending of the recreators associated 
with these watercraft that represents the marginal economic impact of the boat body contact on the ESRP 
region under the “moderate” modeling approach. 

Option Body Contact Non-Ski Boating Anglers ” TOTAL 

Open Lake 140,313 44,243 99,023 212,236 

l “Arrprressive” Run 
Boating Participants. The “aggressive” run takes the attitude that modeling should reflect the point of 
view of people who believe the project will match the best of expectations. The level of congestion permit- 
ted in this run was thus 7.5%, as the public flocks to the new lake., The~ESRP is assumed to have 453,350 
regular boaters wanting access to the reservoir in 2010 (Exhibit 3’3). Of these, 125,125 ,(27.6%) would be 
non-body contact boaters. The other 328,225 would be involved in,either jet skiing (52.3%) or tiater skiing 
(47.7% based upon the ratio of boating registrations. In addition, 305,558 anglers would want to use the 
facility (67.4% ratio to non-jishing boaters), with 55.1% or 168,362 anglers wanting to ‘fish from boats. 
Altogether, 621,712 regular and angler boaters would like to use the ESRP. 

Open Lake Option. Boating participants were converted to boats using 35 per boat for water skiing, 
2.5 for non-body contact boating, 1.5 for jet skiing and angling. The result was demand for access to the 
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ESRP for 321,435 boats. Of these, 297,250 could gain access to the lake, a 24,184 boat shortfall on 63 
weekend days and 6 weekdays during the year. This meets the 7.5% “aggressive” standa@ (Exhibit 34). 

Factors I Activitv 
ITotal In Boats 

27.6% 

47.7% 

52.3% 

Non-Body 
Body Contact 

Water Ski 

Jet Ski 

67.4% 

55.1% 
All&XS 
Fish Boats 

Activity 
Non-Body 
Water Ski 
Jet Ski 

Non-Fish Boats 
Fish Boats 

Particbants 
125,125 

156,644 

171,582 

453,350 

168,362 

ESPR Boats 621.712- 

Participants I 
463,350 /Foster Model 

Source 

125,125 Assumed from review of severai runs 
326,225 Remainder 
156,644 Ratio of Boat Registrations 

171,582 Ratio of Boat Registrations 

305,558 Foster Model 
166,362 Assumed from review of several runs 

Per Boat Boats Shark of Boats 
2.5 I 50,050 1 15.6% 

3.5 44,755 13.9% 

1.5 114,388 35.6% 
I  I  

209,193 1 
1.5 112,242 34.9% 

321.435 lOO.'O% 

Body Contact, Non-Body Contact, Anglers: Demand & Supply. Under the aggres’sive option, there 
would be demand for 159,143 water &jet ski boats at the ESRP, with 146,829 accommodated, a shortage of 
12,314 boats, or 7.7%. Meanwhile, there would be demand for 50,050 non-body contact boats. Of this, 

-- 46,624 could be met, a shortage of 3,426 boats or 6.8%. And, access for 112,242 fishing boats would be 
demanded, with room for 103,797, a gap of 8,445 or 7.5% . . . the “aggressive” standart (Exhibit 34). 

Boat Demand 
Accommodated 

Excess 

Congestion 

Excess-Weekend 

Body Contact Non-Body Anglers 
159,143 50,050 112,242 

146,829 46,624 103,797 ~ 

12,314 3,426 8,445 

7.7% 6.8% 7.5% 

Tota! 
321,435 

297,250 

24,184 

7.5% 

63 
Excess-Weekday 6 

Lane Launching. For the year 2010, the “aggressive” run yields 173,016 lane launchings at the ESRP 
(Exhibit 35). This is substantially above the Lake Perris maximum of 122,707 in 1993. However, Perris is 
a smaller lake. The balance of the 297,250 boats reaching the lake do so via marina launches plus jet and 
boat ski rentals. 

Access To Water 
Marina Launch 
Jet Ski Rental 

Boat Rental 
Lane Launch 
Arrnmmndrt~d 

Volume 
17,901 

25,874 

Split Lake Option. In “aggressive” mode, the model generates the same 453,350 boat&s and anglers in 
168,362 boats seeking access to the ESRP in the split lake option. Access would be demvded kor 159,143 
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water &jet ski boats for the lake’s 2,475 acre body-contact area (Exhibif 36). As only 142,193 could be ac- 
commodated, there would be a shortage of 16,950 or 10.7%. There would be demand for 50,05Onon-body 
contact boats using the 1,980 acres non-body contact area, but only 46,706 could be accommodated, a short- 
age of room for 3,344 boats or 6.7%. And, anglers would like to use 112,242 boats in the non-body contact 
area, but only 104,743 slots would be available, a shortfall of 7,498 or 6.7%. 

Boat Demand 
Accommodated 

Excess 

Coneestion 

Body Contact 
159,143 

142,193 

16,950 

10.7% 

Non-Body 
50,050 

46,706 

3,344 

6.7% 

Angler 
112,242 

104,743 

7,496 

6.7% 

Total 
321,435 

293,642 

27,793 

8.6Oh 

Excess-Weekend 72 

Excess-Weekday 7 

Comparing the open and split lake options, under the “aggressive” run reveals, that the latter would permit 
3,608 fewer boats of all types on the ESRP (a deficit of 27,793 vs. 24,184): 4,637 fewer water & jet ski 
boats could gain accessed, but1,028 more non-body contact boats could use the lake. In addition, the ESRP 
would reach capacity on 82 days versus the 69 days under the open lake option (Exhibit 36). The number of 
boat launchings under the split lake option falls from 173,016 to 170,915 (Exhibit 37), down 2,101 launches 
or 1.2%. 

Access To Water Volume 
Marina Launch 17,684 

Jet Ski Rental 25,874 

Boat Rental 79,169 

Lane Launch I 

Accommodated 293,642 

Non-Body Contact Option. In the “aggressive” case, the non-body contact option calls for the ESRP 
to see demand from 125,125 non-body contact power, sail and oar powered boaters using 50,050 craft, and 
168;362 angler boaters using 112,242 craft (Exhibit 38). No increase in demand is assumed from these us- 
ers with body contact eliminated from the mix. This is the case, as no restrictions were put on their demand 
and access to the ESRP in the modeling for the two body contact options., 

Non-Body Boat Anglers Total 

Boat Demand 50,050 112,242 162,291 
Accommodated 50,015 112,163 162,i77 

Excess 35 79 ,114 

Congestion 0.1% 0.1% 0.1% 

Excess-Weekend 2 
Excess-Weekday 0 

Access To Water Volume 
Marina Launch 10,268 
Jet Ski Rental 0 
, Boat Rental 55,445 

Lane Launch 

Accommodated 
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Exhibit 38 indicates that 162,177 non-body contact craft could ,access the ESRP, out of a demand for 
162,911 craft. There would be 2 weekend days when the lake reaches capacity. Under this option, 96,464 
boats are lane launched, nearly double the use of Lake C&as at its peak (47,043). The ESRP is double the 
size of Lake Casitas. 

Impact of Boat Body Contact. The 2010 open lake body contact option, using the “aggressive” 
modeling approach, had the impact of allowing people to use 135,073 additional boats at the ESRP 
(Exhibit 39). This resulted from users of 146,829 jet and water ski boats being able to +xess the facility. 
However, as the lake would reach capacity on several days, these boats would cause 3,391 non-body contact 
boats and 8,366 angler boats to be displaced. It is the differential spending of the recreators associated with 
these watercraft that represents the marginal economic impact of the boat body contact on the ESRP region. 

The split lake body contact option would allow 131,465 additional boats to use the ESRP. This resulted 
from 142,193 jet and water ski boats using the facility, but causing 3,308 non-body contact boats and 7,420 
angler boats to be displaced on peak days. Again, it is the differential spending of the recreators associated 
with these watercraft that represents the marginal economic impact of the boat body contact on the ESRP 
region under the “cautious” modeling approach. 

Option Body Contact Non-Ski Boating Anglers TOTAL 

Open Lake 146,829 46,624 103,797' 297,250 

Non-Bodv Contact 0 50,015 112,163 162,177 

Body Contact Chg. 148,829 (3,391) (8,388) 135,073 

Split Lake 142,193 46,706 104,743 293,642 
Non-Body Contact 0 50,015 112,163 162,177 

Split - Non-Body 142,193 (3,308) (7,420) 131,485 

D. Boater Fee & Expenditure Patterns 
Having estimated the number of boats likely to be used at the ESRP, it is next neces& to establish the 
likely expenditure patterns of the recreators who come to use them. This includes spending within the gates 
of the ESRP and spending in surrounding communities. Data were developed as follows. 

1. Data 

a. Regional Boatiog Activitv Trends In California. 1995-2020 is a 1997 report prepared by the Public Re- 
search Institute at San Francisco State University. This effort was developed under contract to the Cali- 
fornia Air Resources Board. As indicated earlier, PRI provided ECAP with raw data for a sqey of 2,096 
California boaters that was conducted as part of this and another research effort. The data collected in- 
cluded trip expenditure patterns by type of craft, and average number of persons on an average trip by 
type of craft, and frequency of craft use. 

This survey has been relied upon heavily below to develop expenditure patterns for various types of boat 
users (motor, jet ski, sail). In addition, the data set included information on the average number of rec- 
reators per vessel and average length of trip. This allowed calculation of per capita ‘daily spen&ng for 
each expenditure category. 

b. Inputs and AssumDtioos for Revenue Calculations. ESRP Financial Planoiop Model, v. 8.4 is a 1997 
document produced by Foster & Associates for the ESRP. Within this document &e assumptions about 
the fees that have been assumed for the project. ECAP has reviewed this information and believes the as- 
sumptions to be reasonable. 

2. ASSUmDtiOOS 

men recreators come to the ESRP, they will spend money. It is in this manner that the, project ~11 bring 
economic impact to Riverside County. Having estimated the number of boats that are likely to be used ai the 
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ESRP under various options, it is next necessary to estimate the level of spending that can be’ anticipated 
from the average boater using each type of craft. 

Boater Types. The need is for per capita, daily expenditures for: 

1. Boat body contact boaters = water and jet skiers; 

2. Non-body contact boaters = other power boaters, sailors and oar powered boaters 

3. Anglers. 

Consumer Expenditure Items. The items to be included in the expenditure pattern are: 

, -  - ,  

F -  

, - - -  

1. Store Bought Food 4. Rental Equipment 7. Vehicle Fuel 

2. Restaurant Meals 5. Lodging 8. Incidentals 

3. Fishing Materials 6. Boat Fuel 9. Gate, Launch, Camping Fees 

The expenditure data in the PRI survey provided the basis for much of this information. It Merentiated 
between spending by owners of power boats, jet skis, sail boats and hand ,powered boats. For a typical trip, 
each survey respondent provided information on the number of people that typically went, the number of 
days of a typical trip, and the estimated spending by category except for road vehicle fuel. The survey was 
random, and provide statistically significant information on “mean” spending for each expenditure item for 
each category of boat. 

Consumer Expenditure Pattern by Boater Type, Per Capita Per Day. ECAP undertook the following 
work on these data: 

1. The data were divided into jet ski, power boat (in-board or outboard), sail and hand powered groups. 

2. Within each category, interviews that did not yield budgetary information were discarded. 

3. In the power boat and sail categories, craft that were longer than 36 feet, or went on trips longer than 20 
days, or paid slip fees in excess of $2,500 were eliminated as probably being ocean going vessels. 

4. For the remaining craft in all categories, the typical trip budgets were divided by the average number of 
trip members and the average length of a trip to generate per capita daily trip expenditures. 

5. The responses in the power boat category were sorted by the per capita daily expenditure on fishing. 
Where spending exceeded $5.00 per capita per day, the craft was sorted into a fishing category. 

6. The sail/hand powered craft were arrayed together, as they form a base of non-body contact boating. 

7. Separately for jet ski (425), power boating (457), fishing boating (16.5) and sail/hand powered craft 
(339) categories, the mean was taken of per capita daily expenditures for each spending category, and 
the standard deviation of the sample calculated to ensure that the sample means were statistically sig- 
nificant at the 95% level. 

8. The missing vehicle fuel element was estimated at $1.25 per gallon, times 15 gallons typical vehicle ca- 
pacity, or $18.75. To reduce this to a per capita amount, this figure was divided by 3.5 for power boat 
skiers; 2.5 for non-body contact boating; 1.5 for jet skiers and anglers. To reduce this to a daily per 
capita rate, it was further divided by the average length of a trip in each boating category. 

9. From the information above, expenditure patterns for categories consistent with estimates at the ESRP 
were created as follows: 

l The fishing boating expenditure pattern was assigned to ‘anglers. 

l Power boaters (457) were weighted 15% non-body contact and 85% body contact. 

l 85% of 457 was used as weighting in averaging each item in the power boat expenditure 
pattern with that of jet skiers, with the latter weighted at 425. The resulting spending pat- 
tern was assigned to water & jet ski boats. 

. 15% of 457 was used as weighting in averaging the power boat expenditure pattern with that 
of sail/hand powered craft, with the latter weighted at 339. The resulting spending pattern 
was assigned to non-body contact boaters. 
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Local Consumer Expenditures By Boaters. Based upon work conducted with the Inland Empire Tourism 
Council and the Inland Empire Economic Partnership by ECAP, assumptions were made about the share of 
each categories spending that would occur in the ESRP area. The resulting budgetary patterns appear in 
Exhibit 40. 

--, 

- -1 Jet/Water Ski $4.14 $3.36 $0.34 $0.28 $3.83 $2.69 $0.29 $O.iO $15.63 

Boat-Non-Ski $2.88 $3;86 $0.10 $0.07, $1.92 $0.71 $0.36 $0.84 $10.74 

Boat fish $5.73 $4.50 $2.89 $0.92 $4.63 $4.53 $0.39 il.61 $25.22 

Source: Public Research Institute, San Francisco State University, ECAP 

Fee Expenditures. In addition to this spending, boaters will pay a variety of fees for using the ESRP. 
These assumptions came from’prior Foster & Associates work on the ESRP budget. They are listed in Ex- 
hibit 41. 

..- 

.--_ 

_.. 

1. It shows the rates to be paid (e.g., $50.00 an hour to rent a jet ski). 

2. The frequency at which the rate is charged for the use category if other than one (e.g., jet ski use is 
2 hours). 

3. Any percentages that apply to the use within the category (e.g., 20% ofboaters will camp). 

4. The number or percentage of the people in the category to whom the fee applies (e.g., anglerfee is 
charge to an average ofl. 5 person per boat; 52.3% ofboat body contactpeople ‘are jet skiers). 

. . 

Source: Inputs & Ammotions for Revenue Calculations. ESRP Financial Planning Model. v. 8.4’ Foster 62 Associates 

3. Modeling 

- 

In order to estimate total anticipated spending at the ESRP, the volume of various forms of boating for each 
of the four aggressiveness levels with the open and split lake options is used with the boater spending pat- 
terns (Exhibit 40) and the fees schedules (Exhibit 41). 

Spending By Individual vs. By Boat. Where the number of individuals is the important measure of vol- 
ume, ski boats are multiplied by 1.5, water ski boats by 3.5, non-body contact boats by 2.5 and angler boats 
by 1.5. In order to show the marginal impact from boat body contact, the spending relative to that form of 
boating is summed. 
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4. Results 

l “Cautious” Run, Open Lake (explained) 

By way of illustration, Exhibits 42 and 43 shows the expenditures that would occur at the ESRq in the case 
of the “cautious” model run on boating activity. 

Boater Fees. Exhibit 42 indicates that in 2010, under the cautious approach, with all boaters <having access 
to the entire lake, $8.0 million in boating fees would be generated. For instance, there would be 23,342 per- 
sons renting jet skis for an assumed average of two hours at $50 per hour. In’ the case of,anglers, it is as- 
sumed each boat will have 1.5 people on average, each paying a $2.00 fishing fee. For camping, it was as- 
sumed that of the 121,647 body contact boats, 52.3% would be jet skis, and that 20% of these groups would 
spend one night on average in an RV or tent at $20 per night. 

Note: Boat Body Launches (92,392 of 121,647) are the total of body contact boats accommodated (121,647) 
minus jet ski rentals (23,342) and 40% of slip launches (14,781 * 40% = 5,912) [see Exhibit 14, page 161. 

Non-Body 38,083 2.50 $10.74 ,$1,022,487 

Anglers 85,715 1.50 $25.22 $3,242,045 

Total 246,446 $8,931,030 

Boater Consumer Expenditures. Exhibit 43 shows that the people coming to use boats would spend a total 
of $8.9 million on such consumer items as food and lodging. The modeling permits this spending to be di- 
vided into the expenditure categories shown in Exhibit 40. 

Boater Total Spending. In the case of the open lake, cautious option, total boater spending is estimated at 
$16,974,733 for 2010 (totalsfLom Exhibits 42 & 43). of this, $8,498,831 (50.1%) would be spending by 
boat body contact individuals. The relevant items are starred in Exhibits 42 & 43, except for the assumed 
40% of slip fees. 
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43ummary Results: Four Aggressiveness Levels, Open & Split Lake Options 
Exhibit 44 presents data on the dollars flowing in the ESRP area in the form of both fees paid to use the fa- 
cility and consumer expenditures (“cautious, open lake ” option explained in prior section in bold for refer- 
ence). The exhibit shows these expenditures for each of the four degrees of model aggressiveness under the 
open lake and split lake options. 

In each case, the total boating from launch lanes, rental jet skis and boats and slip launchings is shown. So 
also are the amounts of total spending and body contact (water/jet skiers) spending, and the percentage 
which body contact expenditures represent of total spending. This latter item represents the cash flow that 
would not occur without Boat Body Contact at the facility. 

Note: Appendix Jpresents the details of these calculations for each model run. 

I Fees Consumer Spending I 
Body 

Moderate 

Total Spending 
. . . . _..L.. . . . . . . ii............. . ..-.........-... tidy 

Contact 

$8,498,831 

$8,418,524 

$9,774,006 

bdy Contad 

% of 
Spending 

50.7% 

50.8% 

50.1% 

50.1% 

49.5% 

49.1% 

49.3% 

48.7% 

Exhibit 44 reveals several facts about the potential flow of funds into the area in and around the ESRP, both from 
boating generally and from allowing jet skiing and water skiing. 

Open lake options. The data for open lake options, under the four aggressiveness levels show the following: 

l In the “Conservative” case, a total volume of 212,236 boaters would generate $14.8 million in 2010 spending 
and $7.5 million in boat body contact spending. The latter is 50.7% of the total boater spending. 

. In the “Cautious” case, a total volume of 245,446 boaters would generate $17.0 million in 2010 spending and 
$8.5 million in boat body contact spending. The latter is 50.1% of the total boater spending. 

l In the “Moderate” case, a total volume of 283,579 boaters would generate $19.4 million in 2010 spending and 
$9.6 million in boat body contact spending. The latter is 49.5% of the total boater spending. 

l In the “Aggressive” case, a total volume of 297,250 boaters would generate $20.3 million in 2010 spending 
and $10.0 million in boat body contact spending. The latter is 49.3% of the total boater spending. 

Split lake options. The data for split lake options, under the four aggressiveness levels show the following: 

l In the “Conservative” case, a total volume of 211,053 boaters would generate $14.7 million in 2010 spending 
and $7.5 million in boat body contact spending. The latter is 50.8% of the total boater spending. 

l In the “Cautious case”, a total volume of 242,475 boaters would generate $16.8 million in 2010 spending and 
$8.4 million in boat body contact spending. The latter is 50.1% of the total boater spending. 
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l In the “Moderate” case, a total volume of 273,568 boaters would generate $19.2 million in 2010 spending and 
$9.4 million in boat body contact spending. The latter is 49.1% of the total boater spending. 

l In the “Aggressive” case, a total volume of 293,642 boaters would generate $20.1 million in 2010 spending 
and $9.8 million in boat body contact spending. The latter is 48.7% of the total boater spending. 

Depending on which case is assumed, Exhibit 44 indicates that the difference between open lake and split lake 
access, and the “conservative” to “aggressive” posture with regards to public acceptance of the ESRP, represents a 
maximum of 297,250 to a minimum of 211,053 boaters. This would cause a maximum of $20.3 million to a 
minimum of $14.5 million in anticipated boater spending in the region. If boat body contact is permitted, it would 
cause a maximum of $10.0 million to a minimum of $7.5 million in local boat body contact spending in the area. 

E. SUMMARY: Boat Body Contact Expenditures At ESRP 2010 
Exhibit 44 summarizes the impact of spending by all boaters and water/jet skiers at the ESRP in 2010. It would 
seem useful to take one case and explain its conclusions in detail. The case used is the one with which this analyst 
feels the most comfortable. This is the “moderate case”. 

NOTE: Appendix K presents the summaries for the “conservative “, “cautious”, and “aggressive ” scenarios with 
their open & split lake options. 

l Moderate Run, Open Lake Option 

Boater volume. In the “moderate” open lake option, there would be a total of 283,579 boats using the ESRP. 
There would be a shortfall of space for 14,997 boats during the year, or 5%. Capacity would be reached on 53 
days, of which 49 would fall on Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays. The number of lane launches would reach 
165,058, compared to 122,707 maximum achieved at Lake Per-r-is in 1993. The balance of the boats would reach 
by 17,078 marina slip launches (daily maximum: IOO), jet ski rentals of 25,211 (daily maximum: 108; 18 skis 
rented 6 times), and up 76,232 rental boats (daily maximum 486; 162 boats rented 1.5 times). 

Total Boater Spending. Boaters would spend a total of $19.4 million in the ESRP region. To put this in context, 
Hemet’s total retail sales were $417 million in 1996. If every cent of boater spending went to retail sales, and if all 
of it went to Hemet, that would represent the equivalent of 4.7% growth in the community’s retail sales. Of the 
total spending, jet skiers and water skiers would be responsible for $9.6 million or 49.5%. 

Store Food Eat Out Fishing Rental Lodging Boat Fuel Incidental Gasoline Total 

Body Contact $1,424,519 $1,158,863 $118,390 $97,196 $1,317,376 $927,895 $98,942 $239,366 $5~82,547 

Non-Body 318,967 427,488 11,136 7,421 211,877 78,107 40,254 92,616 1,187,866 

Anglers 851,463 668,964 429,297 137,282 688,248 673,033 57,524 239,571 3,745,383 

Total $2,594,949 $2,255,315 $558,824 $241,899 $2,217,500 $1,679,036 $196,720 $571,554 $10,315,796 
Budget 96 25.2% 21.9% 5.4% 2.3% 21.5% 16.3% 1.9% 5.5% 100.0% 

IlBody Contact % 1 54.9% I 51.4% 1 21.2% 1 40.2% 1 59.4% 1 55.3% I 50.3% I 41.9% I 52.2% 11 

Boater Consumer Expenditures. Some $10.3 million of boater spending will be on items like food, fuel, and 
lodging. The breakdown by sectors is shown at the bottom of Exhibit 45. The largest categories would be food 
(25.2%), restaurant meals (21.9%) and lodging (21.5%). Of this money, 52.2% would be spent by body contact 
boaters. 

Fee Spending. The other $9.1 million in expenditures will be made inside of the ESRP gates to pay for such items 
as rental equipment, boat launching, boats and jet ski rentals and camping. Exhibit 46 shows that the lion’s share 
of these funds will be to boat (3 7.6%) and jet ski (2 7.6%) rentals and body contact boat launchings (10.7%). Body 
contact boaters would be responsible for 46.4% of fee spending. 
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Fee Type Amount 

Boat Rent $3,430,453 

Jet Ski Rent 2,521,058 

Body Launch 974,440 

Marina Rent 450,000 

Angler Fee 297,068 

Other Launch 283,935 

Storage Fees 36,000 

Share 

37.6% 

27.6% 

10.7% 

4.9% 

3.3% 

3.1% 

0.4% 

II Boat Related Fees $7,992,955 07.6% 

Fee Type 

Anglers 
Jet Ski 
Water Ski 
Non-Bodv 

Amount Share 

396,091 4.3% 

293,397 3.2% 

267,854 2.9% 

176.973 1.9% 

Camping Fees 

Total Fees 
Boat Body 

$1,134,316 12.4% 

$9,127,270 100.0% 
$4,236,750 

46.4% 

l Moderate Run, Split Lake Option 

Boater volume. In the “moderate” split lake option, there would be a total of 279,568 boats using the ESRP. 
There would be a shortfall of space for 19,008 boats during the year, or 6.4%. Capacity would be reached on 79 
days, of which 72 would fall on Fridays, Saturdays, and Sundays. The number of lane launches would reach 
162,724, compared to 122,707 maximum achieved at Lake Perris in 1993. The balance of the boats would reach 
the lake through marina slip launches (16,836), rental jet skies (25,211) and rental boats (74,797). 

Total Boater Spending. Boaters would spend a total of $19.2 million in the ESRP region. Again, to put this in 
context, Hemet’s total retail sales were $417 million in 1996. If every cent of boater spending went to retail sales, 
and if all of it went to Hemet, that would represent the equivalent of 4.6% growth in the city’s retail sales. Of the 
total spending, jet skiers and water skiers would be responsible for $9.4 million or 49.1%. 

1 Store Food 1 Eat Out Fishing Rental Lodging I Boat Fuel l~ncidental] Gasoline I Total 

Body Contact $1,383,835 $1,125,766 $115,009 $94,420 $1,279,752 

Len-Body / 318,521 / 426,891 1 11,121 1 7,411 1 211.5801 

$901,395 $96,116 $232,530 $5,228,823 

ii,9981 40,197l 92.4871 1,186,206 

Anglers 

Total 

851,963 669,357 429,550 137,362 688,652 673,429 57,558 239,712 3,747,583 

$2,554,319 t2,222,014 $555,679 $239,193 $2,179,984 $1,652,822 $193,871 $564,729 $10,162,612 
I  I  I  1 I  1 

Budget % 25.1% 21.9%1 5.5% 2.4% 1 21.5% 16.3% 1 1.9% 5.6% 1 100.0% 

Body Contact % 54.2% 50.7% 20.7% 39.5% 58.7% 54.5% 49.6% 41.2% 51.5% 

Boater Consumer Expenditures. Some $10.2 million of boater spending will be spent on items like food, fuel, 
and lodging. The breakdown by sectors is shown at the bottom of Exhibit 47. The largest categories would be food 
(25.1%) restaurant meals (21.9%) and lodging (21.5%). Ofthis, 51.5% would be spent by body contact boaters. 

Fee Spending. The other $9.0 million in expenditures will be made inside the ESRP gates to pay for items such as 
rental equipment, boat launching, boats and jet ski rentals and camping. Exhibit 48 shows that the lion’s share of 
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these funds will be to boat (37.3%) and jet ski (28.0%) rentals and body contact boat launchings (I 0.4%). Body 
contact boaters would be responsible for 46.4% of fee spending. 

Fee Type Amount Share 

Boat Rent 
Jet Ski Rent 

Body Launch 

Marina Rent 

Angler Fee 
Other Launch 

Storage Fees 

$3,365,886 37.3% 

2,521,058 28.0% 

939,244 10.4% 

450,000 5.0% 

297,243 3.3% 

291,815 3.2% 

36,000 0.4% 

Boat Related Fees 

Anglers 
Jet Ski 

Water Ski 

Non-Body 

Camping Fees 

Total Fees 

Boat Body 

$7,901,247 87.6% 

$396,324 4.4% 

285,018 3.2% 

260,205 2.9% 

176,725 2.0% 

$1,116,272 12.4% 

$9,019,519 100.0% 

$4,165,525 

46.4% 

II. Economic Impact of Boat Body Contact 

To the extent that there is boating at the ESRP, it will represents a new recreation activity in Riverside County. 
Money that would otherwise never have been spent in the county will now reach it as recreators from San Ber- 
nardino, Orange, Los Angeles, and San Diego come to the ESRP, pay fees and buy merchandise and services. In 
addition, local residents will take part in boating at the ESRl? and spend recreation dollars locally, many of which 
would have otherwise been spent elsewhere. The combination of these funds represents new direct spending at 
the ESRP that would otherwise not have reached that portion of the Riverside County economy. 

Multiplier Spending. This direct spending is analogous to money reaching a gold mine in an old western town. 
First, it will directly support the ESRP and the people working for it (i.e., the miners). Second, it will indirectly 
support operations that supply products and services to the ESRP (i.e., the gene& store). Third, it will induce 
increases in the general area’s level of economic activity as these workers and firms spend the money they receive 
from the ESRF’ on local products and services (i.e., a local shovel manufacturer, a saloon). The multiple by which 
the sum of direct, indirect and induced spending expands economic activity beyond just the direct spending alone is 
called the “multiplier” impact of the new spending. 

Estimating Total Economic Impact. In order to estimate the full economic impact of boating and boat body con- 
tact at the ESRP, on Riverside County and its immediate neighborhood, it is necessary to estimate the exact size of 
the direct spending that the project would bring to the area. Next, the relative multipliers that will allow this 
spending to be translated into direct, indirect and induced activity must be estimated. Finally, the two must be 
combined to calculate the total economic impact of the project on the region’s economic activity, household earn- 
ings and local employment. 

To illustrate the process of determining the full “multiplied” impact of boater and body contact boater spending on 
the ESRP, the “moderate” case, open lake option is explained in detail below. Summary results for the other sce- 
narios are then presented. 
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Note: Appendix L shows the detailed multiplier calculations for all four levels of aggressiveness, open & split 
lake options. 

l Moderate Run, Open Lake (explained) 

Consumer Spending & ESRP Fees. Exhibits 45 and 46 (above) presented estimates for boater and body contact 
boater spending, in and around the ESRP, on consumer products and ESRP fees. These exhibits are from the 
“moderate” case, open lake scenario. They are the starting point for determining the full, economic impact of the 
ESRP on the Riverside area. 

Spending Vs. New Direct Spending. Total spending at and around the ESRP is not the “m direct spending” 
that will have a multiplied impact on the economy. This is the case as some of this money would be spent in the 
local area without the ESRP. To find “new direct spending” it is necessary to estimate the share of anticipated 
ESRP spending that is from non-local residents. To this can be added an estimate of the share of local resident 
spending that, in the absence of the ESRP would be spent on recreation elsewhere. 

Geographic Source of Recreators. Exhibit 49 presents the results of a survey of Lake Penis users conducted for 
Foster & Associates. The data were for all forms of recreators found along the shores of the lake. They do give 
some idea of the geographic range of users of that facility. Since the survey included picnickers and swimmers, the 
source of groups is perhaps the most relevant data. It shows 40% of users coming from within the Inland Empire 
and 60% from outside of it. Just 13.6% came from areas of Riverside County close to the ESBP. Together, River- 
side, Corona and the Pass Area added another 8.8% bringing the Western Riverside County total to 22.4%. The 
message of Exhibit 49 is that the demand for fresh water recreation causes people to travel some distance to enjoy a 
facility. 

Percent Of G~OUDS Percent Of Peoole 

ESRP Area’ 13.6% 17.7% 

San Bdno Co. Westend 9.6% 8.9% 

San Bdno Co. East Valley 4.8% 3.1% 

City of Riverside 4.8% 6.2% 

Coachella Valley 3.2% 3.1% 

Corona Area 2.4% 3.1% 

Pass Area 1.6% 1.6% 

Inland Empire 40.0% 43.7% 

Outside of Inland Empire 60.0% 56.3% 

Total 100.0% 100.0% 

‘Hemet, San Jacinto, Penis, Moreno Valley, Temecula, Murrieta, Sun City 

Source: Foster & Associates 

Direct Spending Assumptions. Given this fact, below it is assumed that 60% of the spending at the ESRP comes 
from people who normally live and spend outside of the Inland Empire. In addition, it is assumed that of the 40% 
of spending assumed to come from Inland Empire residents, half or 20% would otherwise have occurred far from 
the site. Thus, 80% of the spending is assumed to be fresh money to the economy owing to the existence of the 
ESRP. This 80% figure is applied indiscriminately to all forms of consumer and fee expenditures for want of any 
better source of information. 

Note: these assumptions are used in all of scenarios as summarized in Exhibit 44 and detailed in Appendix L. 

New Direct Spending. Exhibit 50 presents the results of applying the 80% new direct spending assumption to 
each line item from Exhibits 45 and 46. To review some of the calculations: 

l Body Contact food purchases in 2010 were estimated at $1.4 million, and total boater food purchases were 
estimated at $2.6 million (Exhibit 45). It is assumed that 80% of this money would be fresh new spending 
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within the study area. Thus, the new direct food purchases would be $1.1 million by body contact recrea- 
tors and $2.1 million by all boat recreators. 

Total body contact consumer expenditures were estimated at $5.4 million, and total boater consumer ex- 
penditures were calculated at $10.3 million. Of this, $4.3 million of the body contact funds are assumed 
to be new to the study area; and $8.3 million of the total boater expenditures are assumed to be fresh dol- 
lars. 

Similarly, jet ski rentals in 2010 were estimated at $2.5 million (Exhibit 46). It is assumed that 80% of 
this money is new to the study area. Thus, the new direct spending on jet ski rentals by both body contact 
recreators and all recreators would be $2.0 million. 

Total body contact fees paid at the ESRP were calculated at $4.2 million, and total boater fees were $9.1 
million. Of this, $3.4 million of the body contact and $7.3 million of all boater fee spending is regarded 
as new direct spending within the region. 

All together, body contact boaters are expected to spend $9.6 million in the study area, and all boaters are 
calculated to spend $19.4. Of these amounts, $7.7 million would be new dollars arriving through body 
contact boaters and $15.6 million via all boaters. 

Note: In each case above, the other 20% of spending at or around the ESRP is assumed to be money that 
would have been spent on something else within the study area. 

Boater Type 
Store Food 
Eat Out 
Fishing Stuff 
Equip Rental 
Lodging 
Boat Fuel 
Incidentals 
Gasoline 
Total Consumer 

Marina Rent 
Jet Ski Rent 
Boat Rent 
Body Launch 
Other Launch 
Angler Fee 
Storage Fee 
Jet Ski Camp 
Water Ski Camp 
Non-Body Camp 
Angler Camp 
Total Fees 

Grand Direct 

Body Contact 
$1,139,615 

927,090 
94,712 

77,757 

1,053,901 

742,316 

79,153 

191,493 

$4,306,036 

$144,000 

2,016,847 

0 

779,552 

0 

0 

0 

234,718 

214,284 

0 
0 

Non-Body Total 
$936,344 2,075,959 

877,162 1,804,252 

352,347 447,059 
115,762 193,519 

720,099 1,774,ooo 
600,912 1,343,229 

78,222 157,376 
265.750 457.243 

$3,946,600 
$216,000 

0 
2,744,362 

0 
227,148 

237,655 

28,800 

0 
0 

141,578 

316,873 

I $3,369,400 1 $3,912,416 

$7,695,436 1 $7,659,015 

$6,252,637 

$360,000 

2,016,847 

2,744,362 

779,552 
227,148 

237,655 

28,800 

234,718 

214,284 

141,578 

316,873 

7,301,616 

$15,554,453 

Note: Direct Spending = 80% of Fee and Consumer Expenditures in Exhibits 45-46 

Sector Spending. In order to calculate the full, multiplied impact of new direct spending at the ESRP on the sur- 
rounding region (including the indirect and induced effects), it is necessary to combine the spending categories in 
Exhibit 50 into sectors for which multipliers are available. ECAP had the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis esti- 
mate multipliers for the Inland Empire economy using its Regional Input-Output Modeling System (RIMS II). 
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These multipliers are displayed in the top half of Exhibit 51 for the four sectors of this model that are relevant to 
direct new spending at the ESRP. 

Those sectors are: 

l Sector 69.0200 Retail Trade except eating & drinking. New direct spending on store food, fishing 
stuff, equipment rental, boat fuel, incidentals, gasoline, marina rental, jet ski rental, boat rental, and boat 
storage in Exhibit 50 would be impacted by the multipliers in this category. The new boat body contact 
spending in these groups was estimated at $4.5 million, the total new boat spending at $9.8 million. 

l Sector 72.0100 Hotel & lodging places. New direct spending on lodging would be impacted by multipli- 
ers in this category. The new boat body spending in these groups was estimated at $1.1 million, the total 
new boat spending at $1.8 million. 

l Sector 74.0000 Eating & drinking places. New direct spending on eating-out would be impacted by 
multipliers in this category. The new boat body spending in these groups was estimated at $0.9 million, 
the total new boat spending at $1.8 million. 

Sector No. 

Sector 

Direct Spending 

69.0200 72.0100 
Retail Hotel & 
Trade Lodging 

$4,405,094 $1,053,901 

74.0606 
Eat 

& Drink 

$927,090 

76.0266 
Amusement 

& Recreation 

$1,228,553 

TOTAL 

$7,695,438 

II LUTPUT MULTIPLIERS 

._ 

Agriculture %i? 0.0142 
Mining 0.0028 

Construction 0.0299 0.052 

Manufacturing 0.0999 0.0907 
Transportation & Public Utilities 0.1527 0.1908 
Wholesale Trade 0.0312 0.0318 
Retail Trade 1.0817 0.0617 

Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 0.2194 0.1906 
Services 0.2670 1.2114 

TOTAL Output Multiplier 1.8958 1.8460 

AUTPUT LEVELS 

0.0447 0.0231 

0.0014 0.0014 

0.0199 0.0292 
0.1499 0.0724 

0.1142 0.1013 

0.0596 0.0252 

0.0569 0.054 

0.1560 0.2007 

1.1774 1.1838 

1.7800 1.6911 

Agriculture w 14,965 

Mining 8,523 2,951 

Construction 134,128 54,803 

Manufacturing 448,141 95,589 

Transportation & Public Utilities 684,996 201,084 

Wholesale Trade 139,960 33,514 

Retail Trade 4,852,391 65,026 

Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 984,205 200,873 

Services 1,197,734 1,276,695 

TOTAL OUTPUT S&504,357 $1.945.501 

Household Earnings Multiplier CO.7598 0.5832 

TOTAL EARNINGS $3,408,382 5614.635 

Employment Multiplier (per mil.) 32.2 

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 34 

Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, RIMS II, Inland Empire Mod .e 

41,441 28,380 

1,298 1,720 

18,449 35,874 

138,971 88,947 
105,874 124,452 

55,255 30,960 
52,751 66,342 

144,626 246,571 

1,091,556 1,454,362 

$1.650.220 $2.077.607 

0.5383 0.5099 

$499.053 $626.439 

38.5 

36 

:l, ECAP 

29.3 
36 

$14,177,68! 

55.148.50! 

27s 
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l Sector 76.0206 Other amusement & recreation services. The boat launch fees, other launch fees, an- 
gler fees, plus all camping fees would be impacted by multipliers in this category. The new boat body 
spending in these groups was estimated at $1.2 million, total new boat spending at $2.2 million. 

Impact Of Body Contact Boaters. Exhibit 51 presents three forms of “multiplied” economic impact from 
spending by body contact boaters. The impact on economic activity is the change in the speed of the area econ- 
omy. The impact on household earnings is the additional income that local families will receive. The impact on 
employment is the total new jobs created. 

l Economic Activity. The exhibit first estimates the extent to which spending by sector will increase area 
total economic activity. By way of illustration, the $4.5 million in estimated direct new retail spending by 
boat body contact recreators was multiplied by .0121 to yield the $54,279 in direct, indirect and induced 
impact this would have in the study area’s agricultural sectors (Exhibit 51, middle section). Altogether, 
the direct new retail spending by body contact boaters would have a 1.8958 times impact on the region’s 
agricultural activity. This means it would cause activity to increase by $8.5 million. When the $7.7 mil- 
lion in total direct new boat body spending enters through the four relevant sectors, the region’s total eco- 
nomic activity would rise by $14.2 million. 

l Household Earnings. Next, the household earnings that would be created by the direct new spending by 
boat body contact recreators are calculated. For example, each $1 in new direct retail trade demand would 
generate $0.7498 in additional household earnings in the Inland Empire, Altogether, the new spending in 
the sector would create $3.4 million in new household income that would not otherwise exist. The $7.7 
million in total direct new spending by body contact boaters would generate $5.1 million in additional re- 
gional household earnings. 

l New Employment. Finally, an estimate is made of the new employment that would be generated by the 
ESRP in 2010 as a result of having boat body contact under the moderate scenario with the open lake op- 
tion. Each $1 million spent on retail trade would create 38.7 jobs. Thus, that sector’s new spending 
would create 174 new area jobs. The full new direct body contact spending in all four sectors would result 
in 279 new area jobs. 

Sector No. 

Sector 

69.0200 72.0100 
Retail Hotel & 
Trade Lodging 

74.0000 
Eat 

& Drink 

76.0206 
Amusement 
& Recreation TOTAL 

Direct Spending $9,824,393 1 $1,774,000 1 $1,804,252 1 $2,151,807 1 $15,554,453 

OUTF’UT LEVELS 

Agriculture 118,875 

Mining 18,666 

Construction 293,749 

Manufacturing 981,457 

Transportation & Public Utilities 1,500,185 

Wholesale Trade 306,521 

Retail Trade 10,627,046 

Finance, Insurance, Real Estate 2,155,472 

Services 2.623.113 

49,707 

3,013 

62,833 

155,791 

217,976 

54,226 

116,198 

431,868 

2.547.310 

TOTAL OUTPUT $18,825,085 $3,274,804 $3,211,569 $3,638,922 $28,750,38( 

TOTAL EARNINGS $7,464,574 $1,034,597 $971,229 $1,097,207 $10,567,6Oi 

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT 3801 571 69 1 631 57( 

Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, RIMS II, Inland Empire Model, ECAF’ 

Altogether, new direct spending by boat body contact recreators at the ESRP in 2010, using the moderate scenario 
with the open lake option would bring the region around the site $14.2 million in previously non-existent economic 
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activity, $5.1 million in new household income and 279 new jobs. Most of this activity would be concentrated in 
and around the site. 

Impact Of All Boaters. Exhibit 52 makes similar calculations for the impact of total new direct spending by all 
boaters at the ESW in 2010 using the moderate scenario with the open lake option. The multipliers used in this 
exhibit are the same ones in the previous table. 

It shows that all boaters at the facility would cause the region to see $15.6 million in total new direct spending 
generating $28.8 million in new regional economic activity, $10.6 million in new area household income and 570 
new jobs. Again, the vast majority of this activity would be concentrated in and around the site. 

l Summary Results: Four Aggressiveness Levels, Open & Split Lake Options 

Exhibit 53 summarizes estimates of the total “multiplied” economic impact of boating and body contact boating on 
the ESRP area (‘fnoderate, open lake” option explained in prior section in boldfor reference). The exhibit shows 
these impacts for each of the four degrees of model aggressiveness under both the open lake and split lake options, 

In each case, estimates of direct, new spending reaching the ESRP area are presented. Next, the results of multi- 
plier calculations for economic impact, household income and employment are shown. 

Note: Appendix Kpresents the details of these calculations for each model run. 

Exhibit 53 reveals several facts about the potential economic impact of new funds flowing into the area in and 
around the ESRP, both from boating generally and from allowing jet skiing and water skiing. 

Open lake options. The data for open lake options, under the four aggressiveness levels show the following: 

l In the “Conservative” case, new direct spending of $11.9 million is estimated from all boaters. This 
would generate $21.9 million in new economic activity, $8.1 million in added household earnings and 
435 new area jobs. $6.0 million of the new direct spending would be from water/jet skiers. These funds 
would generate $11.1 million in new area economic activity, $4.0 million in added household earnings, 
and 219 new jobs. 

Direct Local Spending Economic Activity Earnings Employment 

Model Run All Boat Body All Boat Body All Boat Body All Boat Body 

Conservative 

Open Lake $11,850,954 $6,003,178 $21,916,565 $11,076,242 $8,070,301 $4,042,116 435 219 

Split Lake 11,793,522 5,994,876 21,810,651 11,061,137 8,031,623 4,036,872 433 218 

Cautious 

Open Lake $13,579,787 $6,799,065 $25,106,865 $12,535,236 $9,236,405 $4,563,020 498 247 

Split Lake 13,430,176 6,734,819 24,831,215 12,418,484 9,136,178 4,522,571 492 245 

Moderate 

OpenLake $15,554,453 $7,695,436 $26,750,360 $14,177,665 $10,567,607 $5,148,509 570 279 

Split Lake 15,345,705 7,531,478 28,366,286 13,879,804 10,428,834 5,045,354 562 273 

Aggressive 

Open Lake $16,259,983 $8,009,103 $30,052,171 $14,752,497 $11,043,230 $5,353,500 596 290 

Split Lake 16,069,378 7,819,205 29,701,758 14,407,514 10,917,142 5,234,047 589 284 

l In the “Cautious” case, a new direct spending of $13.6 million is estimated from all boaters. This would 
generate $25.1 million in new economic activity, $9.2 million in added household earnings and 498 new 
area jobs. $6.7 million of the new direct spending would be from water/jet skiers. These funds would 
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generate $12.5 million in new area economic activity, $4.6 million in added household earnings, and 247 
new jobs. 

l In the “Moderate” case, a new direct spending of $15.6 million is estimated from all boaters. This would 
generate $28.8 million in new economic activity, $10.6 million in added household earnings and 570 new 
area jobs. $7.7 million of the new direct spending would be from water/jet skiers. These funds would 
generate $14.2 million in new area economic activity, $5.1 million in added household earnings, and 279 
new jobs. 

l In the “Aggressive” case, a new direct spending of $16.3 million is estimated from all boaters. This 
would generate $30.1 million in new economic activity, $11.0 million in added household earnings and 
596 new area jobs. $8.0 million of the new direct spending would be from water/jet skiers. These funds 
would generate $14.8 million in new area economic activity, $5.4 million in added household earnings, 
and 290 new jobs. 

Split lake options. The data for split lake options, under the four aggressiveness levels show the following: 

. In the “Conservative” case, new direct spending of $11.8 million is estimated from all boaters. This 
would generate $21.8 million in new economic activity, $8.0 million in added household earnings and 
433 new area jobs. $6.0 million of the new direct spending would be from water/jet skiers. These funds 
would generate $11.1 million in new area economic activity, $4.0 million in added household earnings, 
and 218 new jobs. 

l In the “Cautious” case, a new direct spending of $13.4 million is estimated from all boaters. This would 
generate $24.8 million in new economic activity, $9.1 million in added household earnings and 492 new 
area jobs. $6.7 million of the new direct spending would be from water/jet skiers. These funds would 
generate $12.4 million in new area economic activity, $4.5 million in added household earnings, and 245 
new jobs. 

l In the “Moderate” case, a new direct spending of $15.3 million is estimated from all boaters. This would 
generate $28.4 million in new economic activity, $10.4 million in added household earnings and 562 new 
area jobs. $7.5 million of the new direct spending would be from water/jet skiers. These funds would 
generate $13.9 million in new area economic activity, $5.0 million in added household earnings, and 273 
new jobs. 

l In the “Aggressive” case, a new direct spending of $16.1 million is estimated from all boaters. This 
would generate $29.7 million in new economic activity, $10.9 million in added household earnings and 
589 new area jobs. $7.8 million of the new direct spending would be from water/jet skiers. These funds 
would generate $14.4 million in new area economic activity, $5.2 million in added household earnings, 
and 284 new jobs. 

Depending on which case is assumed, Exhibit 53 indicates that the difference between open lake and split lake 
access, and the “conservative” to “aggressive” posture with regards to public acceptance of the ESRP, represents a 
maximum of $16.3 million to a minimum of $11.8 million in new direct local spending by all boaters. This would 
cause a maximum of $30.1 million to a minimum of $21.8 million in new economic activity in the region; a 
maximum of $11.0 million to a minimum of $8.0 million in additional household earnings, and a maximum of 596 
to a minimum of 433 new jobs. 

If boat body contact is permitted, there would be a maximum of $8.0 million to a minimum of $6.0 million in new 
direct local spending. This would cause a maximum of $14.8 million to a minimum of $11.1 million in new eco- 
nomic activity in the region, a maximum of $5.4 million to a minimum of $4.0 million in additional household 
earnings, and a maximum of 290 to a minimum of 218 new jobs. 

NOTE: The difference in the potential impact on economic activity, earnings and employment in the ESRP 
area, of boat body contact under the open and split lake options, is INSIGNIFICANT. 
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III. Impact Of ESRP On Area Tax Revenues 

What impact would estimated spending by boaters and body contact boaters at the ESRP have on the revenues of 
local agencies in Riverside County? This depends upon how much of the new spending expected in and arotmd the 
facility would go to taxable items, Two categories are of importance: spending on items subject to the retail sales 
tax, and spending at hotels and motels subject to transit occupancy taxes. 

Retail Sales Taxes. In California, the sales tax on non-food retail items, including gasoline, starts at a base of 
7%. Of this, 6% goes to the state government and 1% goes to local jurisdiction that is the source of the sales. In 
addition, local authorities are authorized to pass a 0.25% tax to be administered by their transportation authority. 
This is the case in Riverside County. Finally, the voters of the county passed an additional 0.50% sales tax called 
Measure A, also to be used for transportation projects. Thus, in Riverside County, 1% of retail sales taxes go to 
local jurisdictions and 0.75% goes to the Riverside County Transportation Commission. For the sake of this re- 
port, it is assumed that the latter will continue receiving its 0.5% sales tax in 2010, even though it is currently 
scheduled to end in 2009. 

Retail sales tax collections also affect the budget of Riverside County in an indirect way. The annual volume of the 
county’s collections, as a percentage of total State retail sales taxes, determines the share which the county receives 
of Proposition 172 law enforcement dollars. Thus, to the extent that additional retail sales from the ESRP in- 
creases the county’s share of state taxes it would participate more fully in this pool. 

- 
The Proposition 172 dollars are significant. For instance in FY 99, it is anticipated that California retail sales will 
reach $1.9 billion. Currently, Riverside County is anticipating receiving approximately 3.50% of this money or 
$65.6 million. Ifthe county’s share of state sales moved just l/lOOfi percent to 3.51%, its share would rise to $65.8 
million, a $200,000 increase in monies available for local law enforcement. 

Estimating Sales Taxes. In order to estimate the impact boating at the ESRP will have on retail sales taxes in its 
general area, the starting place is the level of economic activity associated with each boat use scenario (Exhibit 53). 
When the RIMS II multiplier model estimates economic activity, it identifies the extent to which each sector con- 
tributes to the total. The amount of activity the model assigns to the retailing sector is an estimate of dealer 
“margins”. This is the amount of their sales that is pot spent paying for the goods they sell. Those purchases are 
assigned to the manufacturing, wholesaling and transportation sectors. 

The average retail margin in the U.S. is roughly 27.1% for non-food items. Thus, estimates of retailing activity are 
divided by 27.1% to determine the full price at which goods were sold and taxed. Only 78.9% of this amount is 
used in determining sales taxes. In Southern California, the U.S. Bureau of Labor statistics estimates that families 
spend 21.1% of their income on food at home, a non-taxable item. Finally, a portion of the activity that occurs in 
the service sector is also taxed. The estimate used here is 25%. 

The sum of taxable sales in these categories is multiplied by the 1.75% local sales tax rate to yield the taxable sales 
going to local government as a result of the various boater use scenarios at the ESRP. 

l Moderate Run, Open Lake (explained) 

Body Contact Boaters. In the moderate case, open lake option, for body contact boaters, Exhibit 51 (earlier) es- 
timated that $5,036,510 of the $14,177,685 increase in total economic activity could be attributed to retail trade 
margins. Retail sales of %16,661,191 would be required to generate this amount of activity, assuming a 27.1% 
margin. When a 21.1% deduction is made for food, the estimate of taxable sales by retailers is %14,663,492. 
Meanwhile, Exhibit 51 estimated service sector activity at $5,020,346. If 25% is assumed to be taxable, that is 
%1,255,087. Total taxable sales are thus set at %15,918,579. With a local rate of 1.75%, under this scenario boat 
body contact would be responsible for an increase of %278,575 in area sales taxes: $159,186 to local government 
and $119,389 to transportation officials. 

Meanwhile, it is estimated that California retail sales will reach $1,876 billion in 1998. If that amount increases at 
an inflation adjusted 3% until 2010, the total would reach $2,675 billion. Riverside County is expected to have 
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retail sales of $2.9 billion this year. If that amount is increased at an inflation adjusted 4% (owing to faster than 
normalpopulation growth), county sales would be $4.6 billion in 2010. The extra $278,575 in sales taxes from the 
moderate case, open lake body contact scenario would cause that amount to increase 6/100ths of a percent. If the 
county’s share of state Proposition 172 funds rose proportionally, this increase would be applied to the $2,675 bil- 
lion in estimated state revenues, yielding $163,149 in extra sales tax funding for county law enforcement. The 
total local sales tax impact of boat body contact would thus be $441,724. 

All Boaters. In the case of all boaters under the moderate case, open lake option, Exhibit 52 (earlier) estimated 
that $10,955,362 of the $28,750,380 increase in total economic activity could be attributed to retail trade margins. 
Retail sales of $40,425,689 would be required to generate this amount of activity, assuming a 27.1% margin. 
When the 21.1% deduction is made for food, taxable sales by retailers are estimated at %31,895,869. Meanwhile, 
Exhibit 51 estimated service sector activity at $9,443,773. If 25% is assumed to be taxable, that is %2,360,943. 
Total taxable sales are thus set at %34,256,812. With a local rate of 1.75%, under this scenario boat body contact 
would be responsible for an increase of %599,494 in area sales taxes: $342,568 to local government and $256,926 
to transportation officials. 

In this case, the extra $599,494 in sales taxes from the moderate case, open lake full boat scenario would cause 
Riverside County sales to increase 13DOOths of a percent in 2010. If the county’s share of state Proposition 172 
funds rose proportionally, this increase would be applied to the $2,675 billion in estimated state revenues, yielding 
%351,097 in extra law enforcement funding. The total local sales tax impact of boat body contact would thus be 
%950,591. 

Model Run Margin 

lonservative 

Open Lake 

Split Lake 

lautious 

Open Lake 

Split Lake 

loderate 

Open Lake 

Split Lake 

aggressive 

Open Lake 

Split Lake 

$4,047,477 

4,043,487 

$4,515,183 

4,484,752 

$5,036,51(1 

4,959,106 

5,219,445 $19,259,944 $15,196,096 5,245,102 $1,311,275 

5,129,870 18,929,410 14,935,304 5,089,978 1,272,494 

Retail I Services 

Total Non-Food Sales Taxable 

27.1% 78.9% 25.0% 

$14,935,341 $11,783,984 $3,809,637 $952,406 

$14,920,617 11,772,367 3,802,920 $950,73C 

$16,661,191 $13,145,680 $4,376,748 $1,094,187 

$16,548,899 $13,057,081 4,324,377 1,081,094 

$16,584,908 $14,663,492 $5,020,346 $1,255,087 

$18,299,283 $14,438,134 4,886,468 1,221,617 

Sales Taxes Prop 172 TOTAL 

1.75% 

$12,736,393 $222,887 $130,535 $353,422 

12,723,097 222,654 130,398 353,053 

$14,239,866 $249,198 $145,944 $395,141 

14,138,175 247,418 144,902 392,320 

$15,918,579 $278,575 $163,149 $441,724 

15,659,751 274,046 160,496 434,542 

$16,507,371 $288,879 $169,183 $458,062 

16,207,799 283,636 166,113 449,750 

l Summary Results: Four Aggressiveness Levels, Open & Split Lake Options 

Exhibit 54 shows the results of these sales tax calculations for boat body contact scenarios using the 4- 
aggressiveness levels with open and split lake options. For reference, the open lake moderate option is in bold. 
The exhibit shows the following: 

. The “conservative” open lake case yields additional sales taxes of $222,887. Combined with $130,535 in 
additional Proposition 172 funding, local government, county law enforcement and county transportation 
would have $353,422 in funding. The split lake option yields roughly the same result at $353,053. 
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. The “cautious” open lake case yields additional sales taxes of $249,198. Combined with $145,944 in ad- 
ditional Proposition 172 funding, local agencies would have $395,141 in funding. The split lake option 
lowers this slightly to $392,320 

l The “moderate” open lake case yields additional sales taxes of $278,575. Combined with $163,149 in ad- 
ditional Proposition 172 funding, local agencies would have $441,724 in funding. The split lake option 
lowers this to $434,542. 

. The “aggressive” open lake case yields additional sales tases of $288,879. Combined with $169,183 in 
additional Proposition 172 funding, local agencies would have $458,062 in funding. The split lake option 
lowers this by about $9,000 to $449,750. 

Model Run 

Conservative 

Open Lake 

Split Lake 

Cautious 

Open Lake 

Split Lake 

Moderate 

Open Lake 

Split Lake 

Aggressive 

Open Lake 

Split Lake 

Margin Total 
I  

Non-Food Sales Taxable Taxable Taxes I Prop 172 TOTAL 

27.1% 78.9% 25.0% 1.75% 

$8,433,964 $31,121,637 $24,554,971 $7,116,839 $1,779,210 $26,334,181 $460,848 

8,394,969 30,977,744 24,441,440 7,080,675 1,770,169 26,211,609 458,703 

$9,612,498 $35,470,471 $27,986,201 $8,201,721 $2,050,430 $30,036,632 $525,641 

9,513,679 35,105,827 27,698,497 8,104,977 2,026,244 29,724,742 520,183 

$10,955,362 $40,425,689 531,895,869 $9,443,773 $2,360,943 S34,256,812 9599,494 

10,822,978 39,937,188 31,510,441 9,303,766 2,325,941 33,836,383 592,137 

$351,097 $950,591 

--!-I 346,788 938,924 . 

$11,435,190 $42,196,272 $33,292,859 $9,887,501 $2,471,875 $35,764,734 $625,882 

11,317,482 41,761,927 32,950,160 9,756,773 2,439,193 35,389,354 619,314 

$366,551 $992,4341 

982,Olj, 362,701 

Exhibit 55 shows the results of the sales tax estimates for the all boat scenarios, using the j-aggressiveness levels 
with open and split lake options. For reference, the open lake moderate option is in bold. The exhibit yields the 
following results: 

. The “conservative” open lake case yields additional sales taxes of $460,848. Combined with $269,898 in 
additional Proposition 172 funding, local government, county law enforcement and county transportation 
would have $730,746 in funding. The split lake option yields roughly the same result at $727,345. 

. The “cautious” open lake case yields additional sales taxes of $525,641. Combined with $307,844 in ad- 
ditional Proposition 172 funding, local agencies would have $833,485 in funding. The split lake option 
lowers this to $824,83 1. 

. The “moderate” open lake case yields additional sales taxes of $599.494. Combined with $351,097 in ad- 
ditional Proposition 172 funding, local agencies would have $950,591 in funding. The split lake option 
lowers this to $938,924. 

. The “aggressive” open lake case yields additional sales taxes of $625,883. Combined with $366,551 in 
additional Proposition 172 funding, local agencies would have $992,434 in funding. The split lake option 
lowers this almost exactly $10,000 to $982,018. 

Transit Occupancy Tax. The second way in which boating at the ESRP would impact local tax revenues is 
through its impact on transit occupancy taxes (Ton. These are the taxes that most California jurisdictions charge 
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people who stay in a hotel and motel. Exhibit 56 shows the TOT taxes by the Riverside County that are along the 
main transportation routes to the ESRP. The rates vary from 8% to lO”/o. 

Jurisdiction 

Corona 

Hemet 

Moreno Valley 

Murrieta 

Perris 

Riverside County 

San Jacinto 

Temecula 

TOT Rate 

10% 

10% 

8% 

0% 

10% 

10% 

8% 

8% 

These rates must be multiplied times estimates of lodging expenditures to calculate the estimate increase in reve- 
nue frotn various ESRP scenarios. For convenience, a 9% average rate was used in Exhibit 57. 

Scenario 

Conservative 

Open Lake 

Split Lake 

Body Contact Non-Body Total Body Contact Non-Body Total 

$988,102 $672,187 $1,660,289 !88,929 $60,497 $149,426 

986,158 666,012 1,652,171 88,754 59,941 148,695 

Cautious 

Open Lake 

Split Lake 

$1,142,123 $778,133 $1,920,256 $102,791 $70,032 $172,823 

1,127,325 769,174 1,896,499 101,459 69,226 170,685 

Moderate 

Open Lake 

Split Lake 

$1,317,376 $900,124 $2,217,500 $118,564 $81,011 $199,575 

1,279,752 900,233 2,179,984 115,178 81,021 196,199 

Aggressive 

Open Lake 

Split Lake 

$1,378,559 $944,707 $2,323,266 $124,070 $85,024 $209,094 

1,335,024 951,678 2,286,702 120,152 85,651 205,803 

The exhibit shows that in 2010, the ESRP would generate the following transit occupancy situations in the cities, 
and in the unincorporated areas near to the site: 

. The “conservative” open lake case would result in $988:000 in body contact lodging demand and generate 
$88,929 in local TOT taxes. With non-body contact included, total lodging revenue would be $1,660,289 
and create $149,426 in taxes. Interestingly, the TOT tax would be roughly the same in both cases under 
the split lake option: $88,754 and $148,695. 

. The “cautious” open lake case would result in $1,142,123 in body contact lodging demand and generate 
$102,791 in local TOT taxes. With non-body contact included, total lodging revenue would be 
$1,920,256 and create $172,823 in taxes. The TOT tax remains roughly the same in both cases under the 
split lake option: $101,459 and $170,685. 

. The “moderate” open lake case would generate $I,3 17,376 in body contact lodging demand and $118,564 
in TOT taxes. With non-body contact included, total lodging spending would reach $2,217,500 and cre- 
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ate $199,575 in taxes. Again, the TOT tax is essentially unchanged in both cases for the split lake option: 
$115,178 and $196,199. 

. The “aggressive” open l‘ake case would generate $1,378,559 in body contact lodging demand and 
$124,070 in TOT taxes. With non-body contact included, total lodging spending would reach $2,323,266 
and create $209,094 in taxes. The TOT tax does not change very much both cases for the split lake’ op- 
tion: $120,152 and $205,803. 

Summary: Tax Generation. Combining the results from the sales tax and TOT tax leads to the following 
conclusions about the local governmental tax revenue potential of the ESRP in 2010 under varying boating sce- 
narios (Exhibit 58): 

. In the “conservative” view, body contact boaters would generate from $442,351 to $441,807 in local taxes 
under the open and split lake scenarios. All boaters would create $880,172 to $876,040. 

. From the “cautious” point of view, body contact boaters would generate from $497,933 to $493,779 in lo- 
cal taxes under the two lake scenarios. All boaters would create $1,006;308 to $995,5 16. 

Body Contact Boating All Boating 

Added Transit GRAND Added Transit GRAND 

Sales Prop 172 Occupancy TOTAL Sales Prop 172 Occupancy TOTAL 

Model Run Taxes Tares Tares TtiES Taxes Tares Tares TAXES 

Conservative 

Open Lake $222,887 $130,535 $88,929 $442,351 $460,848 $269,898 $149,426 $880,172 

Split Lake 222,654 $130,398 88,754 441,807 458,703 268,642 .148,695 876,04C 

Cautious 

Open Lake $249,198 $145,944 $102,791 $497,933 $525,641 $307,844 $172,823 $1,006,30E 

Split Lake 247,418 144,902 101,459 493,779 520,183 304,648 170,685 995,51f 

Moderate 

Open Lake $278,575 $163,149 $118,564 $560,288 $599,494 $351,097 $199,575 $1,150,166 

Split Lake 274,046 160,496 115,178 549,719 592,137 346,788 196,199 1,135,123 

iggressive 

Open Lake $288,879 $169,183 $124,070 $582,133 $625,883 $366,551 $209,094 $1,201,528 

Split Lake 283,636 166,113 120,152 569,902 619,314 362,704 205,803 1,187,821 

. The “moderate” viewpoint results in body contact boaters generating from $560,288 to $549,719 in local 
tax revenue under the open and split lake scenarios. All boaters would create $1,150,166 to $1,135,123. 

. From the “aggressive” view, body contact boaters would create $582,133 to $569,902 in local taxes under 
the two lake scenarios. All boaters would create $1,201,528 to $1,187,821. 

IV. Revenue Impact of Boating Scenarios On The ESRP 
ECAP ‘s final charge was to review the impact of the various boating scenarios on the ESRP’s internal revenue 
situation. As the range of activities to be offered at the site is still in the planning stage, this analysis confines it- 
self to reviewing the potential fee revemles from various site operations .(marina, launching, canrping). These were 
calculated in detail in Appendix K. The “moderate” approach, open lake option is analyzed in detail. The other 
scenarios are then summarized. 
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- Moderate Run, Open Lake (cxplnined) 

Exhibit 59 shows the calculation of fee revenues at the ESRP under the moderate scenario, open lake option. Total 
fees in this approach were $9.1 million. Of these, $4.2 million are from boat body contact. Those items are 

starred, except for 40% of marina fees. 

To arrive at this total, the following were the underlying assumptions: 

-- 

--- 

l There are 250 boat slips. It is assumed that 90% are rented at $150 per month. 

. There are only 20 jets skis available for rental, of which it is assumed that only 18 are available. These 
can be used for g maximum of 12 hours a day. Assuming people use them for two hours, this means 108 
users. Alternately, it could be 216 users for 1 hours. Under the moderate scenario, maximum jet ski use 
occurs on 149 days. Of these, 90% are from May to early September. 

. There are 180 non-power boats available for use, largely by anglers. Again, it is assumed that only 162 
are normally available. These are assumed to turnover 3 times a day. This means maximum usage is 486 
people. In the moderate scenario, this occurred on 53 days. 

. Anglers must pay to use the lake. Each boat is assumed to average 1.5 fishermen. 

. There is storage for 100 boats at $30 per month. 

. Finally, 20% of boating groups are assumed to camp one night for $20 per group. 

Exhibit 60 shows the results of these assumptions: 

. The largest share of revenue, $3.4 million (37.6%) is from the rental of non-power boats. 

. The second largest share $2.5 million (27.6%) is from the rental of the 18 jet skis. 

l Body contact launches provide $1 .O million in revenue (10.7%). 

. Anglers and non-body contact boaters, as well as jet and water skiers, each provide about $0.6 million in 
revenue from their camping (6% each). 

. Body contact activities account for 46.4% of all fee revenue. 

-- 
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Assumiug body contact is approved, how likely is this revenue forecast ? Only one item appears to be aggres- 
sively postured: jet ski rentals. However, if it should be remembered that only 18 skis are assumed to be available 
for a site that would be Southern California’s premiere fresh water lake. 

S3.4 mi (37.6%) 
I 

52.5 mi (27.6%) 

Sl.0 mi (10.7%) 

SO.6 mi (6.3%) SO.6 mi (6.1%) 
SO.4 mi (4.9%) 

I 

SO.3 mi (3.3%) 

m 
s *~03mi(0.4%) / 

Body Launch Non-Body Camp BodyCmp Mnins Iand An&F= 0th~ Launch Store Fee 

/Note: SlrioDed bars are boa1 bodvcontacti 

In addition, it should be noted that under the moderate scenario, some 5% of potential boaters would not be able to 
launch. Should that experience unfold, proper management of the resource would dictate a reservation system with 
a fee. This would provide another budgetary line item. Alternately, launch and rental fees could be allowed to 
drift upward to ration demand. 

l Summary Of l?ees Under J-Levels of Aggressiveness, Open & Split Lake Options 

Exhibit 61 shows the fees that would be collected inside the gate of the ESRP under the open lake scenario under 
the various levels of aggressiveness. Note that as the demand is assumed to be stronger, the importance of non- 
body contact boating becomes more important (/allingJrom 48.9% to 46.0% offees). Jet skiers rentals play a 
smaller role in fee generation; boat rentals play a larger role. 

-. 

Conservative 

I Boat Rent 

Jet Ski Rent 

Body Launch 

Marina Launch 

Non-Body Camp 

Jet/Water Skiers 

Other Launch 

Angler Fee 

Store Fee 

TOTAL 

II Jet/Water Skiers 

$2,444,958 34.5% 

2,158,945 30.4% 

706,861 10.0% 

450,000 6.3% 

427,976 6.0% 

420,969 5.9% 

224,963 3.2% 

221,796 3.1% 

36,000 0.5% 

$7,092,468 100.0% 

3,466,775 48.9% 

Cautious 

$2,900,678 36.1% 

2,334,217 29.0% 

831,529 10.3% 

450,000 5.6% 

495,195 6.2% 

486,587 6.0% 

252,352 3.1% 

257,146 3.2% 

36,000 0.4% 

$8,043,703 100.0% 

3,832,333 47.6% 

Moderate 

$3,430,453 37.6% 

2,521,058 27.6% 

974,440 10.7% 

450,000 4.9% 

573,064 6.3% 

561,252 6.1% 

283,935 3.1% 

297,068 3.3% 

36,000 0.4% 

59,127,270 100.0% 

4,236,750 46.4% 

Aggressive 

$3,620,687 38.1% 

2,587,373 27.2% 

1,024,157 10.8% 

450,000 4.7% 

601,683 6.3% 

587,318 6.2% 

296,102 3.1% 

311,390 3.3% 

36,000 0.4% 

$9,514,711 100.0% 

4,378,848 46.0% 

- 
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In all cases, the most important revenue source from boating is rentals. The two categories represent 65% of reve- 
nues or more in every scenario. 

Finally, Exhibit 62 shows similar patterns for the split lake scenarios. In each case, revenue is less. Again, 
jet/water ski users become a somewhat smaller share of revenue as higher levels of aggressiveness are assumed. 
And again, boat rentals represent about 65% of all revenues from boating. 

Conservative 

Boat Rent $2,425,908 34.3% $2,852,861 35.8% 

Jet Ski Rent 2,158,945 30.6% 2,334,217 29.3% 

Body Launch 705,254 10.0% 817,988 10.3% 

Marina Launch 450,000 6.4% 450,000 5.6% 

Non-Body Camp 424,070 6.0% 489,618 6.1% 

Jet/Water Ski Camp 420,140 5.9% 480,283 6.0% 

Other Launch 222,412 3.1% 251,230 3.2% 

Angler Fee 219,715 3.1% 253,978 3.2% 

Store Fee 36,000 0.5% 36,000 0.5% 

- 

TOTAL $7,062,445 100.0% 

Jet/Water Skiers 3,464,340 49.1% 

Cautious 

S7,966,175 100.0% 

3,812,488 47.9% 

- m I 
I I , I , , , 1 , 
, L - 

Moderate Aggressive 

$3,365,886 37.3% $3,562,601 37.8% 

2,521,058 28.0% 2,587,i73 27.5% 

939,244 10.4% 983,208 10.4% 

450,000 5.0% 450,000 4.8% 

573,049 6.4% 605,797 6.4% 

545,222 6.0% 568,770 6.0% 

291,815 3.2% 308,350 3.3% 

297,243 3.3% 314,229 3.3% 

36,000 0.4% 36,000 0.4% 

s9,019,519 100.0% $9,416,329 100.0% 

4,185,525 46.4% 4,378,848 46.5% 

V. Valley of the Mastodon Museum of Archeology &Paleontolog[y 
ECAP ‘s main assignment was to determine the economic impact of boating and boat body contact at the ESRP. 
However, an interesting side bar arose in the need by the principals to gain a little more information about the eco- 
nomics of museums. The issue became meaningful due to the significant Mastodon and other fossil discoveries 
that have been found at the location, as well as the existence of Indian sites dating back as far as 9,000 years. 

In order to develop an understanding of the issues surrounding the museum concept, interviews were conducted 
with R. Ervin Taylor, Chairman of the Department of Anthropology at UCR, Kathleen Springer, Project Manager, 
Paleontologic Resources at the San Bernardino County Museum (the Eastside Reservoir’s bone lady), and Paul 
Oles, Director of the San Bernardino County Museum and former senior staff member at the Melon Foundation in 
Pittsburg. 

Water Through Time. It is proposed that the museum be built around the theme of water through time. This is 
appropriate in light of construction of the reservoir. It also ties together the reason why animals and early human 
settlements were found on the location. Dr. Taylor’s concept is to use the displays of bones and artifacts as a lure 
bring people to the facility, while simultaneously using it as a research center. He notes that archeologists and pa- 
leontologists have been removing artifacts from major infrastructure projects.throughout the Western United States 
for years, but there has been no place to properly store, catalogue, and study them. He sees this fdcility as playing 
that role. Dr. Taylor believes that UCR would become a key player in this mix, including using the facility as a 
conference center. 

Destination Traffic Not Likely. Paul Oles and Kathleen Springer were particularly helpful in obtaining informa-. 
tion about the consumer demand for museums. While people will feel compelled to tell interviewers that they want 
to go to museums, creating a true demand is quite different. Thus, the Le Brea Tar Pits, one of the most famous 
natural history museums in the world, has annual tourist visitation of just 300,000, and it is located in downtown 
Los Angeles. The Natural History Museum near USC has one of the world’s great collections of dinosaur. Yet, its 
visitation runs to 600,000. On a more local level, the San Bernardino County Museum with direct freeway access 
is visited by about 100,000 people a year. 
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Unlikely To Be A Source Of New Direct Spending. These facts tend to support the thesis that a Museum that is 
off the beaten path with interesting but limited displays of public interest will not likely develop as a destination 
facility. TO the extent that the ESRP museum is successful, it will rather be as ah added activity. for people alredy 
going to the location for other reasons, From an economist’s point of view, this means that the museum will nol 
likely be a prime source of new direct spending at the ESRP. 

Paul Ole emphasized this challenge when he noted that in the museum business, the toughest sell is natural his- 
tory. He noted that people in the industry are hoping that the arrival of multi-media technology and the develop- 
ment of animatronic figures might alter this fact. But the time has not yet arrived. 

NOTE: Imagine donning a 3-D computer helmet and being transformed back to the Valley of the Mastodons, 
when grazing creatures were in abundance. Or imagine Garner Holt Productions of San Bernardino developing a 
moving herd of mastodons at the park (Holt is the leading builder of animatronic figures in the world!). 

Budgetary Data. When building a budget for the museum, the information in Exhibit 63 may be of some help. It 
is based upon surveys of 70 facilities in the United States. The data is for a medium sized facility, meaning from 
25,000 to 50,000 square feet. 

Planetarium/theater 

Note: 5 1% to 53% of Expenses are for Staff 
Source: Survey of Museum Management, courtesy of San Bernardino County Museum 
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